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The world wants them... They're geer in any language
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Twice round the world

... more than asks Peter -Ing rams

...

fifty thousand miles
that's what
the Beatles aíe committed to logging
this year! That's what happens when half
the world is screaming for you!
Fifty thousand miles of strain through
long airplane journeys that can leave you
tired and empty
fifty thousand miles
of tension, having to prove yourself to
foreign áudiences.
Already this year, they've clocked up
8,000 'miles-including their U.S. tour
where they went all out to conquer a

...

TV audience of 70°million and triumph
in America's greatest concert halls, amid
all the ballyhoo and frenzy óf a shattering
American welcome.
No .wonder John Lennon confessed to
me in the middle of it all: "Sure we feel
the strain-but it's no good moaning."
How will the Beatles face up to these
nerve-wracking pressures in Year Two
of Beatlemania?
In the past 12 months, I have spent

+w

days on end with John, George, Ringo
and Paul. I've marvelled how they've
stood up to 'it all. They've still time for
their old mates, but now they have to
guard their privacy jealously.
I know some of their nearest friends
worried when they hear
are worried
some people whisper: "Remember Jet
Hárris? Remember Terry Dene? Remember how even the Springfields broke up
because they got on each other's nerves?"
Worried when they heard George
Harrison snap-during a particularly
hectic press conference: "We're fed up
with all the questions."
He didn't really mean it, of course.
They all realise such things go with the
job, that lack of privacy and the constant
spotlight are trappings of international
fame.
It's very natural that their friends
worry. And very naturál that the Beatles'
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patience should occasionally snap under
the strain ..
Look what they've faced: in Britain,
they broke all the chart records. Then
came Sweden. And the conquest of
France. Then the toughest yet-America.
Each a massive hurdle which took its toll
of mental and physical grit and concentration.
Playing before strange audiences ..
Meeting foreign VIPs and newsmen ..
Dashing from one place to another in all
sorts of climates and conditions
And
having to smile, smile, smile all the way.
But I know these boys. And I can tell
you why the cynics are wrong when they
sneer about failure. It is because' John,
Paul, George and Ringo arc not just
bunch of professionals working together
it is because they have long been
really close friends.
When the going gets tough, they can
take refuge" in their own togetherness, in
their own Northern style of comedy, in
.
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HAMBURG: there were FIVE Beatles then, Pete Best,' George, John,
Paul and 'Stuart Sutclifi'ei..and nowhere near the tensions of today
disc-jockey on station CHUM in
that the Beatles will have a bigger followOntario-told me: "Beatlemania is going
ing in Holland than they had even in

their good old-fashioned Liverpudlian
common-sense.
Their friendship has stood many tests.
It should stand them in good stead during
this year of international, stardom.
And what a year' it's going to be!
After their American trip, there's their
FILM back here. That means some early
nights-plus, mind you, getting up at 5 or

full force here now! If the Beatles come
to Canada, I'm afraid they might be torn
apart!"
How do the Beatles cope with international fame?
I was with them on the night of that
first unforgettable show in Paris. It seemed
that every photographer in Western
Europe wanted a picture-and was willing
to lash out fists to get one.
Patiently, the Beatles struggled to find

Sweden and France."
From GERMANY, Axel Weiss reported: "When they come here, they will
find very enthusiastic audiences. No
mania, mind you-the German girls will
not scream and collapse.
"But we think the Beatles are the best
composers we have ever known. That is,
not including Bach, Beethoven and
Mozart!"
From CANADA, Trudy Medcalf-a

6 am every work -day.

Then they'll probably do some more
CONCERTS.
In May, they'll undertake a EUROPEAN TOUR with a series of TV and
'
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PARIS: seclusion, but only during luxurious hotel meals
being free. Free to have a natter about
music or religion or clothes without finding their views splashed in the papers the
next day.
Free to go out with a girl without a
photographer snatching pictures which
will start the rumours flying-as happened when Paul went dancing with his
friend, Jane Asher.
Free to pop round the corner for a
meal. Why, even in a hugely -expensive
restaurant in Paris, the Beatles found
their 3 am supper interrupted by requests
for autographs from beautifully -dressed
women. It was often easier to eat in their
hotel suite.
Free to enjoy the occasional coke -and sandwich. For although the Beatles can
afford the best abroad, they can rarely
enjoy it.
Paul told me: "I really have lost a lot
of weight.. I used to be 11 stone 4 lbs.but in six months, 10 lbs. have gone. It's
fantastic how I look so fat-faced on TV."
Cracked George: "I think I weighed
more when I was born than I do now."
And while they coped with all this,

John and Paul had to fulfil a heavy song writing schedule:
Anew number for their next single.
Half-a -dozen songs for their upcoming film.
A new number for Tommy

Quickly.
A song tailored to suit Billy J.
A follow-up to the current Cilla
'
Black success.
This had to be fitted into their Paris
trip. So the boys had a piano moved into
their suite-John finds he can compose
faster on a piano. Normally, he and Paul
compose on guitars.
Their recording manager, George
Martin of EMI Records, moved in to
help. So great was the urgency that the
boys ended up recording the new
material in the Pathe-Marconi studios
just before they left France.
A typical day in Paris had the boys
getting up around 3 pm-and that was
only under protest. "We could sleep for
48 hours", said Ringo. Then picture
sessions for pressmen. Then interviews.
'
They went for a walk along the tree'
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SWEDEN: they thought it funny
to' be 'greeted with flowers
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radio dates all over the Continent including Holland, Germany and Belgium.
During the summer, they're lined up
for their WORLD TOUR-a fortnight
in Australia, then Israel with South
Africa to follow. After that? Probably
America. again. And there's talk of a trip
behind the Iron Curtain!'
Across the world, their fans are getting
ready to give the Beatles' a really wonderful welcome.
From AUSTRALIA, club secretary
Susette Belle reported to me: "Here,
Beatle parties are all the craze! They go
on into the night with thé same few
Beatles records that we've had over here
spinning over and over again!
"We don't know yet at which airport
the Beatles will be landing for their tour.
But we're already organising a really
great reception for them."
From HOLLAND, club secretary
Har van Fulgen told fue: "We are vowing
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I got claustrophobia.
George Harrison fiddled incessantly
with his guitar, checking and re-checking.
"We're worried -they don't know us",
he told me.
Ringo's fingers beat a nervous tattoo
on the wall. John tried to crack a gagbut got stuck in mid -sentence.
Curtain up! But no screams from the
sophisticates beyond the footlights. I saw
a look of near -fear shadowing Paul's
cherubic face . .
Then disaster-three times over! The
amplification failed again and again.
On-stage, Ringo couldn't resist a shout
of despair: "It's not us
And after
the show, George confessed to me: "I
think we would have laid down and died
when that happened."
Later-past midnight-back in their
suite at the plush George V Hotel, I saw
the boys look as they seldom look. Plain
knocked out.
And as they lay exhausted on couches
and chairs, they talked wistfully of the
old days back in Germany.
Said Paul: "When we relaxed, we
really relaxed. Nobody to bother us.
Nothing to bother about. We hardly
earned enough to buy our grub and
ciggiés, but we had a ball!
"Like the time John was photographed
clinging to a TV aerial over the club,
loaded down with good old Germán beer
inside him!"
"Yes", said John, "it was great-just
being a bunch of unknown Liverpudlians."
That's what the boys miss most of all-
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afford a slip. 'And the Beatles had that
very much on their minds as they waited
in that tiny room. Tiny? There was
barely room to swing a bass guitar. Me,

r

.
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new answers to the same old questions
from jostling French reporters.
Now it was quiet in their tiny dressing room backstage at the Olympia. Out
front, a diamond -and -mink audience of.
sophisticates were waiting to put them
to the test.
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to arrive. Next morning there was a
flood of mail, so we soon knew what
you thought about us. I've been burn ¡rig the midnight oil all month reading
every letter.
It was most rewarding.
We're grateful you liked, our fresh
approach tó the pop world-the
frank articles, the host of new facts,
the dramatic: pictures. One reader
called it the '.'exclusiveness of rave".
This, is what we will concentrate

rave

on. For instance, this issue sees the
first colour pictures taken at Cliff

Richard's new Essex home (our cover
and pages 30-31).
Another notable capture is Norman
Parkinson, one of the world's greatest

photographers. The globe's most
glamorous models have all come
before his camera. So have royalty,
politicians and statesmen.
But 1964's exciting music has overtaken him. Now he has turned his
lens towards today's leading artists.

You see his results with-Billy J.
Kramer on page 18 and Cliff Richard
oh page 44.
We were particularly, pleased so
many of you liked the first of Alan
Freeman's heart-to-heart series. He's
back on page 13 with some revealing
facts after a searching talk with
Dave. Clark.
We've much more, too. Read on.
And let me know what you think
about rave -Nó. 2.

Don Wedge, Editor.
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lined boulevards near their hotel through
the Pigalle district. Down in Montmarte
they met actress Sophie Hardy. Again,
more pictures.
Throughoút their stay, they grinned
and smiled to order. But sometimes the
Smiles faded for a moment andthe tiredness showed through.
Stories 'of unpunctuality got about.
"Paris -Match",
France's
high-class
glossy magazine, complained. A picture word session was delayed simply because
the boys were so tired.
The Beatles genuinely tried to be helpful' but the demands were enormous.
Slowly Paris fell tó 'the Beatles. The
teenagers-boys mostly-warmed to
them. Qtieues grew. Interest. rose. And
finally France fell tó the British invaders.
The enthusiasm and loyalty of. their
following helps the Beatles 'enormously
to give-night after night-what their
international audiences expect from them.
Before they hit the USA, the ballyhoo
there was terrific. Radio networks ran
Beatles Clubs for weeks-and enrolled
at the rate of thousands a day. Beatle
wigs were snapped up at £2 each.
Their records roared into the American
charts, winning two gold discs. The
telephone girls at the giant Capitol
Records HQ answered every call with:
"Capitol-hone of the Beatles".
Understandably, the Beatles showed
concern as they flew the 3,000 miles
from London to New York. On the plane,
I heard Ringo anxiously asking U.S.
recording tycoon Phil Spector: "Do you
think our records are a 'patch on the
American stuff?"
Their welcome in New York was
re-assuring-but exhausting.
Dozens of cars chased the Beatles'
motorcade-one Cadillac per ' Beatlefrom the airport to the hotel.
'Burly policemen-assigned to guard
them-flinched as struggling girls
screamed their adoration at the hotel
entrance:
Inside, dozens of reporters and photographers crowded round the Beatles as
they conducted a wise -cracking press
conference.
In their hotel rooms, the phones
never 'stopped ringing as recording
executives, disc-jockeys and ,fans' carne
on to welcome them.
When John and his wife Cynthia
sneaked out to' look around 'New York
("I can't stay in this madhouse," 'said
John), their car was mobbed at traffic
'
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YORK-batteries of mikes at the airport indicate the fantast

lights by yelling girls climbing on the
bonnet.
When a moment of rest did come,
wallop! George was hit by a sore throat
and a high temperature and was ordered
to bed for a couple of days. Even in bed,
George found himself running a Beatles
disc show by phone for a local radio
station!
But soon George was okay and fierce
relentless rehearsals began for their
Ed Sullivan TV show. A "beat -wishes"
wire from Elvis helped calm pre -show
nerves.
Came the show-and coast -to-coast
success! In the studio, as the audience
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reception to come. Below, far quieter moments
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discuss the TV show with Ed 'Sullivan

George declined-because they had
already reserved accommodation at the
Plaza. "Perhaps we can see something
Of each other, then", suggested Spector.
Phil explained to me later: "When I
left New York, there was plenty of Beatle
interest. But there were stories on page 36
of the papers, rather than front-page
headlines as some of the cabled reports
had suggested.
"When, we flew in-wow! I could
hardly believe my eyes. In the short time
I'd been away, Beatlemania had swamped
America like nothing else.
"I hate to think what my neighbours
would have thought of a hefty police
guard all round the apartment buildingperhaps handing out special passes to

I

went into ecstasy, Ed Sullivan (who
had worn a Beatles wig) declared: "I
don't know of any act on my show which
has created this excitement."
And even Frank Sinatra-who had
forecast that the boys would "die" in
New York-had to admit he was wrong.
Sinatra's own heyday as the first of
the hysteria -attracting pop idols, was
twenty-five years ago. When teenagers
and parents of today's Beatlemaniacs
were called bobbysoxers!
But even though he originated a pop
music era, Sinatra's own reception and
following in those days was nothing like

as they

the Beatles experienced during their
hectic 11 days in America.
If New York's Plaza Hotel, usually a
staid and formal place, breathed a sigh
of relief when the Beatles moved out,
think of the way Phil Spector almost
landed himself in trouble with the
Beatles accommodation problems.
Spector first met George Harrison at
a party during his two-week London
stay and invited the Beatle entourage, to
use his luxurious £100 -a -week New York
flat.
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genuine keyholders! I'm glad the 'Plaza
had all that and not me!".
Spector's hope to see something of the
Beatles was in vain. He found the hotel
switchboard refusing to put him through
to their suite, Even Presley's manager,
Col. Tom Parker, who telephoned with
his good wishes found he couldn't get
through!
But by now there were calls coming
in from all over the world-most of them
for manager Brian Epstein. More people
wanting them overseas.
Still, amid all the ballyhoo and the
strain, the Beatles are very proud of one
thing: they've only missed one show.
That was in Portsmouth when Paul
went sick with flu. His illness was head=
lined across Britain, the Continent-even
America.
But the boys were back at work the
next day. And they made sure they
returned to Portsmouth on the first available date afterwards so as not to let down
the fans.
Real troupers, that's what the Beatles
are: And never forget that they're surrounded by loyal friends; led by their
manager Brian Epstein. Plus all the mil
lions of people across the world who say:
"The Beatles? They're the greatest!"
'
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REPORTING ON CLIFF, FREDDIE, MANFRED MANN, STONES! JOHN
WHICH BBC disc-jockey
series has never playeda
Beatles record? The distinction goes to Jack Jackson's
Saturday, afternoon "Record

Roundabout".
Why should Jackson-nick, named .the daddy of Britain's
d-js--boycott the Beatles?
Even though he has now
retired to Tenerife in the
Canaries where he writes and
tapes the comedy segments, he
is not cut off from Beatles
newspaper coverage.
I spoke to BBC's Jack
Dabbs, the man responsible
for producing the programme.
"The Beatles aren't in 'Record
Roundabout'. because I don't
like them," he explained. "I
don't think they can sing."
He went on: "Jackson is
mainly concerned with comedy. He schedules some
records himself. On other
occasions he leaves gaps in the
script and asks me to slip in
discs to fit with the format."
Of course, the programme's
listening figure of more than
six million shows that a lack
of Beatles, does not affect its
audience. It is, in fact, in.

-

creasing.

But is it right that Dabbs
should ignore the singing sensations of the sixties? How can
Jackson hope to present a
properly -balanced programme
when such an obvious omis-

'

'

sion is made week after week?
Make no mistake. I'm not
campaigning, to get the
Beatles on the programme. I
am protesting at the principle
which' keeps them off.

in nightclubs like the Copacabana. We're having hit after
hit with Phil, but then we're
being typed with one sound
all the time."
MANN and I
MANFRED
were introduced at a starpacked show business party.
"Don't write about me and
not the rest of the boys", he
pleaded. "I am not too keen
to be known personally."
It makes you wonder why
the group is known by his
name. But he's got his reasons,
I suppose.
"We work' as a co-operative", he explained. "We work
together and share our money

RICHARD used
to 'have an acting
ambition. HO wanted to
model himself on Marion
Brandt!.
His chance to emulate
Brando hasn't yet materialised. Frankly, I don't think
it will. But have Cliff's
CLIFF

views changed,

I

wondered? His answer to
my question was frank.
"I still admire Brando,"
he said, "But I know how
futile it would be to copy
him. There's only one
Marion.
"Since I have been
making films, I have come
to realise how difficult it is
to establish your own personality. Let alone try to
copy, someone else."

egAR--TV wrote to the group's
manager asking for Manfred
to write theme tunes for two
plays. "We ALL sat down and
worked on them", he told me.
THERE'S more than one
brand of Mersey sound
aimed at the American charts.
The Beatles sweep the board,
of course, with their own par-

will happen to Phil
Spector when his sound
wanes? LaLa Brooks, lead
singer with the Crystals gave

ticular chart-topping sound.

But CBS Records have
appointed a talented young
musician to a key a -and -r
job in New York. His name:
Bob Mersey. Among the
artists going into the studios
to get the (Bob) Mersey
sound are Andy Williams
and Dion DiMuci.
.
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Wayne had'. .a
problem getting Maureen
O'Hara to play in wet and
mucky scenes at sub -zero
temperatures during the making
Big
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of "McLintock".
"Eventually I hit on an
idea," he said. "To get her to
descend a ramp into some ice-

I whispered: `.Only
an Irish girl could do it!' And
whoosh-you should see her go!"
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TV's "Bon-

anza" series have won
headlines because of their

refusal to. appear before a
Segregated audience.
_

Mike Landon,. Dan

Blocker and Lorne Greene
were due to appear on stage
at a, Mississippi theatre.
But they walked out when
they learned that white
and coloured ticket -buyers
were being split up.

r

GARRITY had
FREDDIE
a little trouble passing his
driving test. Three times he
failed-and he got his coveted

pink pass only when he
changed his móde of transport.
"I was running around in a
beat -up old van with bad
steering", the diminutive gagster told me.
'Eventually,
after being failed three times,
I reckoned the old crate had
something to do with it.
"I persuaded a friend to lend
me his car, which was in much
better condition. But I only
got in about thirty minutes'
driving time before I took test
No. A. Luck was on my side,
though."
On the subject Of cars, what
about the trouble Mark Wynter
is having with his sleek Austin
Healey Sprite? "It seems
'jinxed", he told me:
"I've spent £45 on repairs
after vandals twice gouged the
metalwork. And now I've discovered mechanical defects,
too. I was driving down the
M.1 in a blinding blizzard
when the clutch failed. It was
a frightening experience."

changes to take effect now.
EMI want to push their
American releases. These have
suffered badly since the group
scene began. They are also
launching an all-out drive on
r -and -b, and Manfred Mann's
"5-4-3-2-1" chart success has
encouraged them.
Over at Decca, I gather
there may be a re-shufiie in
the firm's nerve centre-to

success than EMI with its
U.S. records here, but they
would like to get a lot more
British talent in the charts.
The Liverpool sound has
meant little to Decca's finances. EMI, with the Beatles,
Billy J., Cilla Black, Gerry and
the Fourmost have this boom
fairly tied up.
In one week recently, the
Top 30 showed EMI with a

total of thirteen entries-only
one of them American. Decca

EDD BYRNES says that he
wants to be known as Edward
Byrnes from now on. "I'm a
big guy now. I'm married.
Edd sounds too juvenile", he
explained.

JOHN LENNON is becoming
more and more interested in
recording techniques: How

further strengthen the artists'
recording department. Decca
is having a great deal more

long will it be before the
Beatles are cutting their own
records?
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RICK

had twelve, of which seven
were British.

TWO major record companies are planning policy

..

What

me some indication. "We'll
go back to singing four, part
harmony, something like the
Maguire ,Sisters.
"It may not be hit stuff, but
I know it will go down well

Three stars of

.

,

MARK,

LENNON,

d

a tiny recording studio in London's
unsuccessful takes. Finally, with a
dozen empty coffee cups and countless fruit pie wrappers littering
the floor, the Rolling Stones completed "Not Fade Away".
At the first session the Stones worked by themselves. But something
wasn't right. At the second session Phil Spector played maraccas
and Gene Pitney took over the piano. This time they got it right.
sessions in
TwoDenmark Street
... fifty

NELSON,

CRYSTALS

GERRY,
M
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AMERICAN presidents have done it for years. So has de Gaulle.
And the astronauts. What? Had their press conferences televised.
AR -TV staged one of top d-j Alan Freeman"s "They Sold A
Million" shows during Decca's press party for the Ronettes.
.

rave editor, Don Wedge (above left) was amóng the journalists
questioning them. "Pleasantest day's work of the week", was all he'd
say when he got back. I agree. They're dishes.

JIMMY SAVILE has a wily
way of beating stage nerves
before a show. "I always keep
some tinned prawns in the
dressing room", he told Me.
"They're great when you lose

your appetite through nerves".
RICK NELSON will earn
more than £1,000 a week
over the next five years
under a íiew contract with
an American TV company.
He
splits more than
£1,000,000 with his brother
David and mother and
father, Ozzie and Harriet.
THE Eurovision Song Con-

test is fast losing support.
Sweden is ntit participating
at all this year and looks to
be out for good:
Denmark, 1963 winner and
hosts to this year's competition in Copenhagen on

March 21, has said that after
this year it is withdrawing
from festivals of this kind.
GERRY and the Pacemakers, the Merseybeats,
the Beatles. They are losing
fans daily . . . in Liverpool,
their home town. Their pre -

viously loyal followers claim
they have now sold out to fame

and fortune and forgotten their
fans. They say they never' see
Gerry, George, Paul, John,
Tony and the rest any more.
Gerry Marsden gives the
other side of the picture.
"This sort of thing is inevitable", he told me. "We haven't
been back hóme to play for a
whilé, it's true, but it's not because we don't want to. We
owe all'our fans and friends in
Liverpool too much to forget
them altogether.
"But unfortunately, we can't
just pick and choose where we
can perform. I only wish it
were that easy:"
Tony Crane, of the Mersey beats, added: "A lot of these
complaints are unreasonable.
We couldn't stay in Liverpool
forever. But we always jump
at the chance of playing home
territory when we can."

Tony Barrow, Brian

Epstein's publicist told me:
"A lot of it is just jealousy.
The fans look upon these
groups as their own personal
property. But a lot of this
page 60
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Swinging Blue Jeans ought to
their name. SLEEPING Blue
Jeans would be more appropriate! Why?
Well, when I saw them the other Sunday
cutting sides for LP and single releases,
they'd hardly enough energy left
even
to sway.
They were facing the session after only
a snatched sleep! Forced on them because
they'd been working nearly .all the
previous night.
It was recording manager Wally Ridley
who spurred them into life. "Okay, boys,
the balance is fine now. Let's get to
work", he said, from the glass -fronted

JHAKED

he

I change

BUT J1E4NS
'SILL SOON BE
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SWINGING!

control room.
Lead guitarist Ralph Ellis tried
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chords, one or two runs up his fretboard.
The deep brown tone of Les Braid's bass
hummed. Norman Kuhlke crashed out 3
stacatto drum roll. A couple of run
throughs, and the groups' lethargy began
to wear off.
Take one the red light blinked on.
Ray shouted into the microphone. Then
his voice was lost in the deluge of pulsating rhythm as the other three thumped

out a pounding backing.
Take two: Ray forgot his words in the
third verse.
Take three: still not right.
Take four.: no mistakes. "Long "Tall
Sally" was in the can. After a quick
run through the boys had an instrumental by Les, "Wastin' Time", on tape too.
Then the yawns start again, and off they
went to spend .Sunday afternoon iñ bed!

TONY WYNTER
1

Di±'LN FREE AN
R
H EART-TO- H
WITH THE FAMOU
rave's

CONTINUING
SEARCHING NEW
SERIES BY BRITAIN'S 'MR POP PICKER'

SELF-MADE DAVE CLARK

13

cr stopped to think, pop -pickers,

about this incredible, marvellous,
crazy thing that's happening to
show business today? I got to pondering
about it when I was choosing a star for a
heart-to-heart this month for you . .
Once, the biggest thrill a performer
could know was, after years of striving, to
have an audience raise the roof for himto pour a tidal wave of adoration across
the footlights at him.
An old-timer in show business put it
this way: "Alan, it's like basking in a
great u arm glow-a glow of love."
Then he added thoughtfully, But now
there's something more. This new thing
.,
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-instant success.

Being Mr Nobody on
Monday, then having half the country at
your feet by Friday.
"Us old-timers, we might have worked
the theatres for years before anyone
recognised us in the street. Why, even
Marilyn Monroe had to make several films
before she hit the big time.
"Today .. people like you, Alan, have
changed all that with the radio ánd TV."
I had to tell him he was wrong ... well,
half-wrong.
It's you who make the hits. It's you who
can tell, almost in a flash, which .disc has
that Big Wonderful Something and which
is-well, just another disc.
And it's you who can turn today's
Mr Nobody into tomorrow's Mr Front news that everyone-from
Page News
your maiden aunt Emily to the Prime
Minister-is talking about.
Now here's another thought. Suppose
it happened to you? Suppose, suddenly,
everyone was talking about you, wanting
to see you, hear you, touch you .. .
How would you feel?
I poured two cups of coffee as Dave
Clark relaxed contentedly into the deep
cushions of the settee facing me. He was
looking really sharp-a11.6 ft. of him-in a
blue mohair suit and a gleaming white
polo -neck sweater.
Then I said: "Do you remember what
I said to you, Dave, after I'd spun `Glad'
for the first time?'.'
Dave laughed. "We met in the `Lucky

...

Stars' studio just before it was released
and you congratulated me on it."
"Yes", I said, "and you pulled a face
down to your boots and told me you
thought it wouldn't set the charts on fire.
Right?".
"Right!" Dave admitted. "But can you
blame me? When we cut this record, I
decided to make `Glad' the A side. I
thought it was the better tune. That
bomp-bomp, you know.
"But everyone told me I was mad!
The boys and I argued about it. Then we
took the record to the dance hall at
Basildon where we were working.
"You know what? All the .kids there
went for the B side!
"But I 'stuck to my decision-because I
still reckoned the stomp rhythm was
great to dance to."
How right Dave's judgment was has
been proved in hundreds of dance halls.
.
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I asked Dave how it all began.
"Well, Alan, it was all sort of an accident. I'd been going to a gymnasium in
Tottenham with a bunch of pals and
about four or five 'years ago, the gym's
football team had an invitation to play in
Holland. The problem was the cash.
"So we thought we'd run some dances.
But what about a band? That's how we
came to start a group.

"I only tried my hand at the drums
because no-one else could play! I bought
my first set for £10-from a Salvation
Army bass drummer!
"Anyway, we ran two or three dances
and raised £200. That sort of encouraged
us although we must have sounded
atrocious! We went 'on in fits and starts,
sometimes getting fed up with the lifeuntil a couple of years later when we took
the plunge and decided to try to work on
a semi-professional basis.
"We went on one-nighters for six
months, then tried for a residency at a
Mecca- ballroom. We got the job but it
was all hard graft."
I poured Dave another coffee while he
sat silent, no doubt remembering those
early days. "How did you come to get
into the disc business?" I asked.
"We made some demonstration discs
for other people", he recalled. "But the
sound seemed terribly messy to us. So we
set about working to get it right.
"Eventually we felt we were experienced enough to begin as recording artists
in our own right.
"The first record we made, `First Love',
was paid for by a music publisher. The
second, `That's What I Said', we paid for
ourselves. Both were sold to Pye. We had
big hopes and thought they were both
dead certs for the charts."
Dave was standing by the window of
my flat, looking out into the night.
"What happened, Dave?" I asked.
The room was so quiet I could hear my

Dave and I. could laugh now as we.thought back to the time I first heard "Glad". I asked

watch ticking. Then Dave turned to me.

"They flopped-boy, did they flop!
The second disc got just four plays on
Radio Luxembourg.
"We sure came down to earth with a

.bang."

That's the way show business is, Pop pickers
The hours of hard work in
the studio, the days of waiting after the
disc's release, the fading hopes...
It takes a lot of determination to carry
on, to go on feeling you've got something
Worthwhile to offer. I knew Dave has that
kind of determination so I let him pick
up the Story'in his own time.
"You know, after our first two discs
wé thought a change of record
company might mean a change of luck.
So we went to EMI and began recording
again in earnest. We made `Mulberry

...

.

"Dave, talking about studio work", I
said, "how do you go about a session?"
"Well, Alan, we don't work the way
many artists work. For one thing, we cut
our own records. It costs us about £100although it needn't cost every group that
much-but we feel it's money well spent.
It means we own that record and get
about three times the normal royalty.
"For another thing, we do our sessions
the hard way. We don't work out the
record in advance-and we don't keep to
a time limit in the studios even if it takes
us five hours.
"If you get a drummer or a guitarist
who's flashy and wants to be on top
and the bass player wants to be on top,
too-then the whole thing becomes a
mess. But us, we all swing together."
':i77flII"''1111EIl:º''i111111IB1"' 1931(m':llnll011':':TnIIniI;1111811I1

"And that flopped, too...
"But this time, we profited. It taught
us a lesson. On this disc, we back -tracked
a very deep voice. Actually, ít.was a taped
voice, slowed -up to get the deep effect.
"Of course, when we did the number
on stage, we found we couldn't reproduce
this deep voice. I should have learned before, actually. On our first record, we
double -tracked the bass player on harmonica-and that couldn't be done on
stage, either.
"From that moment on, I vowed that
the Dave Clark Five would never record
a number which couldn't be done
exactly the same way on stage."
.

Dave's got a lot of strength of character
I asked him
when he first got interested in show
business.
He laughed. "Guess you could say it
started when I was three -and -a -half! I
began going in for talent contests."
"Whát did
Dave rocked witho? laughter. "I sang
'You Are My Sunshine'-it must have
been murder!
"Did you e"ver think of becoming a
singer?"
Dave' was firm. "No, definitely not. I
sing in tune and I'm all right when my

-what say you, pop -pickers?

d"

voice is hidden in a group-but I'm by
no means note -perfect."
The percolator was perking and while
I poured out fresh coffee, Dave strolled
about the room.
"Alan, you've got a great flat-a ton of
space! I'm still living with my Mum and
Dad and my brother.
"They're great, my folks", Dave

grinned. "We used to get back from jobs
in the early hours.
"We'd wake all the neighbours up when
we carried our equipment upstairs. .But
Mum and Dad always defended me.
The clock -barometer on my mantelpiece chimed the hour. It was getting late
and neither of us had had a meal.
"These days, I barely get time to eat!"
Dave told me in my Mini as we headed
for London's famous Lotus House
restaurant just down the road from my
flat for á good old-fashioned Chinese
tuck-in..
So that's the Dave Clark story, a story
with a happy ending and a pretty accidental beginning.
Just think, if someone somewhere
hadn't invited a Tottenham club's football
team to Holland the D.C,5 story might
.

have been very different.

Well, pop -pickers; let's make a
date for my heart-to-heart in rave
next month-all right? Right! Stay
bright!

You remember how you. pull ed a face and said it would n't set the charts. on

fire?"
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Take your pick anything
And
you like-we said
boy, did they go to town
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They are one of the slickest
looking groups on the
beat scene."Needles And

Pins" clinched their position

among the greats of the
beat -age. And their clothes
have the same sort of polish
as their Merseyside sound.
On stage, they wear smart
un -gimmicky suits. Three
buttons down the front, slim
trousers, white shirts, dark
ties and Cuban heeled boots
with seams down the middle.
But the Seárchers like
casual wear, too. In one
of John Stephen's shops in
Carnaby Street-London's
top gear market-rave gave
them the chance to be themselves and choose what they
like for off-stage wear.

The boys caused quite a
stir. One quiet City gent who
háppened tp be in the shop
at the same time as the group
got the brunt of their skylarking. He lost his shoes
(drummer
Chris ' Curtis
"borrowed" them) and then
all the boys turned advisers.
They tried their best ,to
put him off buying a con=
ventional suit. He took it all
in good part, but will vouch
that as '.`themselves" this
Liverpool foursome can be as
entertaining off-stage as on.
They also. took Jenny
Moss along for the tripshe plays Lucille in "Coronation Street". She weighed
in with some advice.
.

KEITH WRIGHT
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TONY JACKSON-"Anthony for
short", he says-is 22 years old and
weighs 11 stone. He fancied an all -black
outfit and took some black lightweight
cotton trousers and covered his stocky
top. half with a polo -necked jerkin in
black leather.
He liked it. It was kinky, he said, and
he rated himself as a sort of ton-up
Kildare. Tony, lead singer and bass
guitarist with the group, has a preference
for black and blue, dark suits and, of
course, leather clothing. In fact, when he
arrived for his rave date he was wearing a wine -coloured jacket, a knitted tie
and black trousers. Very smart, too.
Tony's black leather pullover costs
£12 12s. The matching black poplin
trousers are £2 9s. 6d.
.

MIKE PENDER is the quiet one
of the group. He is, at 21, lead guitarist
and vocalist with the Searchers, but
claims that as a boy all he wanted to
do was play football for Everton.
It took Mike a long, soul-searching
time in the shop to séttle on the collarless grey suede jacket with tab cuffs.
To set this off he chose a white shirt with
a button-down collar and a dark knitted

tie.
'

This silver grey suede jacket with tab

cuffs (other colours: black, green and
brown) cost £13 13s. with a white shirt

with button-down collar and a knitted
tie. The white shirt is £2 19s. 6d. and the
knitted tie 9s. 6d.

CHRIS CURTIS says he prefers
rags. He's the real jóker of the pack. He
rolled up in a leather black shortie coat
well; rags.
over
Pressed to change his clothing for
something in the shop this popular
drummer -vocalist went for a sort of Wild
West kit. He chose a bright red waistcoat
with plenty of pockets and saddle stitching over a grey denim shirt tucked into
hipster trousers in diced cord black.
Chris, 21, also likes suits, but given
the choice would 'rather live in casual
clothes.
He thought this red leather waistcoat great. There are two dozen colours
to choose from-at £7 7s. His.grey denim
shirt cost £2 19s. 6d. and black diamond
cord hipster slacks £3 19s. 6d.

JOHN McNALLY, 21, sings and
plays rhythm guitar. His taste is com-

...

fortable rather than way-out. He thought
Tony Jackson looked "daft" in his
leather jerkin, and said so.
He spent a furtive hour in the darkest
corner of the, shop and shyly emerged
sporting a knitted crew-neck sweater and
a pair of grey tweed trousers.
His favourite colour is grey and he
likes smart suits and smart shirts as well,
he says..
The conventional crew-necked sweater
in navy blue worn by John cost £2 9s. 6d.
and the black and white tweed slacks
£4 19s. 6d.
.
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He couldn't
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wonderful days that were
to come so soon

o

Concluding the Billy J. Kramer
story, written by Dick Tatham
he superintendent stared hard at Billy J. "So you want- to
throw up the chance of good pay and 100 per cent security
for-this-this wild gamble?"
There was a terrible silence in the office. Outside, metal
cranked in the railway workshops that Billy was about to leave
for ever.
Billy swallowed hard-then he spoke quietly but firmly:
"Yes-someone in show business has agreed to manage me .. .
and my folks have said I should do it."
It seems hard to realise that Billy J. only came into show
business little more than a year ago-on January 7, 1963, to be

T

----

precise.

o

o.

From a £5 12s. -a -week job as a British Railways indentured
apprentice in January ... to top-of--the-bill on ATV's Palladium
show in October! There. can be few show business stories .to
beat that!
But then back on that bitterly cold January day last year when
he handed in his notice to the superintendent, Billy couldn't
know-never ever dreamed-of the wonderful days that lay ahead.

As if I'd let off a bomb
`Z,

True, Brian Epstein-Liverpool's King-maker-had agreed
to manage him. But as he faced the superintendent, Billy wasn't
thinking about success.....
He told me: "The superintendent couldn't have been more
surprised if I'd let off a bomb in his office.
"Me-I wasn't feeling all that marvellous. At a time like that,
you don't think about all the people who have made a fortune.
in showbiz.
"You worry about the thousands of others who have tried to
climb the ladder and come flopping back to earth."
From the blue days to the golden days.... From being no-one
to finding yoúrself caught up and carried along in a breathtaking,
incredible burst of fame... .
That's the way it was with Billy in the early months of 1963,
when his first disc went like a space rocket to the very peak of
the charts-and when it was also plain that this was just the
start of a marvellous success story.
"The fact that fame had come my way took quite a time to
sink in. And as it did, my mind became a whirl of wonderful,
wonderful feelings.
"Of course, you get a kick out of going into a clothes shop and
ordering whatever takes your fancy.
"Of course, it's great travelling all over the country and getting
well paid for doing work which is also a pleasure.
"Sure there's a thrill in staying at lush hotels eating in ritzy
restaurants and being invited here, there and everywhere. I'm
not denying it.
"But there were two feelings in my mind far more important
than these.
"One came from realising what it meant to have folks rooting
Page 47
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How true-to-life are TV's make-believe doctors? Does Dr Kildare
really know a scalpel from a screwdriver? Can Dr Casey even stand
the sight of blood? rave's Hollywood reporter Bob Heyman put Kildare
(Richard Chamberlain) and Casey (Vince Edwards) through a thorough
check-up. But first, a glance at their case histories .. .

RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN'

29, was born in Beverly Hills on
Hollywood's doorstep and went
to Pomona College whose "old
boys" include Robert Taylor and
Joel McCrea. He went into acting
after army service in Korea. His
first starring film is "The Charge Is
Murder"-due for release in May.

Did you study any facet of medical
-

science in college?

10 P

I was at college,
a doctor
becoming
of
thought
more
I no
than of taking up acting. Consequently,
I read nothing of medicine. The only
ambition I'd really set my heart on then,
was to become a member of the American
national swimming team.
when I won
I took a step towards that
to
Ohio State
scholarship
a swimming
University. I finally made the national
An acute case of
team-but not for long. of
appendicitis put me out the championships and a little dispirited I looked elsewhere-to acting.
CH UNDERLAIN: No, medicine was
not one of my interests. At Pomona, I
studied art and drama and never really
thought of becoming anything but an
artist until my last year when I decided
I wanted to be an actor.
Do you read medical books'
EDWARDS: No, but I have one
medical work by my bed every night
when I study the script for the next day's
shooting. It's called "Merck's Medical.
Manual" and it has become my bible for
checking the pronunciation and meaning
of some of the technical phrases.
CHAMBERLAIN: I don't really need
to-because we always have medical
experts on hand whom we can consult
whenever in doubt. I find, anyway, that
during the course of the series I have
been soaking up quite a bit of incidental
knowledge.
Hare you ever been to a hospital for
research purposes on a script or to consult
the medical staff?
EDWARDS: Before we started the
series I spent several days at Los Angeles
County General Hospital soaking up the
atmosphere and studying the work of
ncuro-surgeons and their reactions to
certain situations. I also watched several
operations, all of them concerned in some
way with the brain.
CHAMBERLAIN: Yes, of course. I
spent about a wcck with a young doctor
at Los Angeles County General Hospital,
watching his every duty and studying
particularly his relationship with his

EDWARDS: When

=Y'
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VINCE EDWARDS
born the son of a bricklayer
Brooklyn, New York. After
college, he entered the city's
American Academy of Dramatic
Arts. Before going into TV, he
served in the U.S. Navy. He has
made a number of films, the
latest being "The Victors".
32, was

in

superiors. I think this part of the character of James Kildare is as important as
his medical knowledge.
A doctor must know how to handle

people before he can start treating them.
By the way, the young Doctor-George
Andros-is now a resident doctor at the
University of Chicago hospital, and he
was technical adviser to us until he left
to take up that position.
Can you stand the sight of blood?
EDWARDS: I can-if I have to! I
felt a little queasy watching operations
before the series, but I managed to stick
it out and pick up a lot of useful hints.
CHAMBERLAIN: I remember seeing a street accident when I was about 15.
This was the first time I had seen human
blood. like that and I remember feeling a
little guilty because the sight of the
victim's blood had no effect on me.
Do many fans consult you for medical
advice?
EDWARDS: Yes, all the time. I've
even been asked in the street for advice
about arthritis and so on. I always try to
be nice when I tell them-usually elderly
ladies-"No, I'm sorry, I'm an actor and
if you want advice you should go to your

doctor."
We get a lot of letters too, which we
turn straightover to the American Medical Association.

CHAMBERLAIN: I get about 15,000
fan letters a week and always a small percentagc asks advice. I always have to tell
them they should go to their doctors.
When you-or someone you know wellfalls sick, do you draw on your acting
experience as a doctor?
EDWARDS: Of course not. As I tell
those elderly ladies, I'm an actor-not a
doctor. And I so rarely feel unwell that
I don't need my own doctor. I work out
in a Beverly Hills gym every wcck and
eat a special diet of organically grown
food. I can't remember the last time I
had a cold.
CHAMBERLAIN: I would never
think of trying to treat a friend for a
complaint. Medical science is a profound
subject-one for a doctor, not an actor.
And as far as I'm concerned, I'm blessed
with good health.
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rave serial! Second part of

Ian Fleming's

power -packed story. Starring secret agent
.11
1

III

I

out to smash an international narcotics ring.
It's his most thrilling task yet. Risky? Call it
.

She got out

of the taxi.
Bond followed.. She held
out her hand. "Thank you
for coming to my rescue.

STORY SO FAR: James Bond Is in
Rome to smash an International dope
smuggling ring. He links with Kris tatos, a. tough cigar -smoking CIA
agent.
They meet In a restaurant owned by
drug -king Enrico Colombo, who, unknown to Bond, has planted. a small
tape recorder by his table and knows
the two spies' plans. They "must be
eliminated. He goes into action.
Suddenly, Colombo fakes a row
with his girl-seductive, blonde Lisl
Baum. She "accidentally" bumps Into
Bond as she runs from the restaurant.
Bond hails a taxi and gets In with
her. Posing as a thriller writer working
en a novel, about. dope smuggling.'
Bond asks her help.
'
She is leaving for Venice the next
day and suggests they meet on the
Bagni Alberoni, a beach, where she
will be sunbathing.

Goodnight."

Bond said: "Three o'clock
then. I shall be there. Good-

night."

She turned and walked up
the curved steps of the hotel.
Bond looked after her thoughtfully, and then turned and got
back into the taxi and told the
man to take him to the
Nazionale.
He sat back and watched the
neon signs ribbon past the
window. Things, including the
taxi, were going almost too
fast for comfort. The only one
over which he had any control
was the taxi. He leant forward
and told the man to drive
more slowly.
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Bond said drily: "Just
tell Colombo that from
now on I'm writing
his life story. So long."
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anyone came in after him
through the main entrance
before he left by the side door.
No one was following him.
Bond went to Florian's and
had an Americano and listened
to a couple of French culturesnobs discussing the imbalance
of the containing façade of
St Mark's Square.
On an impulse, he bought
a postcard- and sent it off to
his secretary who had once
been with the Georgian Group
to Italy and had never allowed
Bond to forget it.
He wrote: "Venice
is
wonderful. Have so far inspected the railway station and
the' Stock Exchange. Very
aesthetically satisfying. To the
Municipal Waterworks this
afternoon and then an old
Brigitte Bardot at the Scala
Cinema. Do you know a
wonderful tune called 'O Sole
Mio'? It's v. romantic like
everything here. JB."
Pleased with his inspiration,
Bond had an early luncheon
and went back to his hotel.
He locked the door of his
room and took off his coat
and ' ran, over the Walther
PPK.
He put up the safe and practised one or two quick draws
and put the gun back in the
holster. It was time to go.

He went along to the
landing-stage and boarded the
twelve-forty
vaporetto
to
Alberoni, out of sight across
the mirrored lagoons. Then he
settled down in a seat in the
bows and wondered what was
going to happen to him.
From the jetty at Alberoni,
on the Venice ' side of the
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The glittering scene is
kinder to the eyes and there is
a freshness in the air that
helps one to hammer out those
long miles of stone and terrazza
and marble that are intolerable
to the feet in summer. And
there are fewer people.
Although Venice is the one
town in the world that can
swallow up a hundred thousand tourists as easily as it
can a thousand-hiding them
down its side -streets, using
them for crowd scenes on the
piazzas, stuffing them into the
vaporetti-it is still better to
share Venice with the minimum number of packaged
tours and Lederhosen.
Bond spent the next morning strolling the back-streets
in the hope that he would be
able to uncover a tail.
He visited a couple of
churches-not to admire their
interiors but to discover if
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heavens had been flowing by
outside the window he would
not have cared.
He kept his eyes inside the
train, read a jerking book,
spilled Chianti over the tablecloth and shifted his long, aching
legs and cursed the Ferrovie
Italiene dello Stato.
But at last there was Mestre
and the dead straight finger
of rail across the eighteenth
century aquatint into Venice.
Then came the unfailing
shock of the beauty that never
betrays and the soft swaying
progress down the Grand
Canal into a blood -red sunset,
and the extreme pleasure-so
it seemed-of the Gritti Palace
that Bond should have ordered
the best double room on the
first floor.
That evening, scattering
thousand -lira notes like leaves
in Vallombrosa, James Bond
sought, at Harry's Bar, at
Florian's, and finally upstairs
in the admirable Quadri, to
establish to anyone who might
be interested that he was what
he had wished to appear to the
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disease that afflicts their
brethren in the great trains all
over the world-a genuine
loathing for the modern traveller and particularly for the
foreigner.
Bond had a gangway seat
over the axle in the rear
aluminium coach. If the seven
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The Laguna is a smart,
streamlined affair that looks
and sounds more luxurious
than it is.
The seats are made for
small Italians and the restaurant car staff suffer from the
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express that leaves every day
at midday. Bond, after a
morning that was chiefly occupied with difficult talks with
his London Headquarters on
Station I's scrambler, caught
it by the skin of his teeth.
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The best train from Rome
Venice is the Laguna

girl-a prosperous writer who
lived high and well.
Then, in the temporary
state of euphoria that a first
night in Venice engenders,
however high and serious the
purpose of the visitor, James
Bond walked back to the Gritti
and had eight hours dreamless
sleep.
May and October are the
best months in Venice. The
sun is soft and the nights are
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Lido peninsula, there is a half
mile dusty walk across the neck
of land to the Bagni Alberoni
facing the Adriatic.
It is a curiously deserted
world, this tip of the famous
peninsula. A mile down the
thin neck of land the luxury
real estate development has
petered out in a scattering of
cracked stucco villas and bankrupt housing projects, and here
there is nothing but the tiny
fishing village of Alberoni, a
sanatorium for students, a
derelict experimental station
belonging to the Italian Navy
and some massive weed choked gun emplacements
from the last war.
In the no man's land in the
centre of this thin tongue of
land is the Golf du Lido, whose
brownish undulating fairways
meander around the ruins of
ancient fortifications.
Not many people come to
Venice to play golf, and the
project is kept alive for its
.
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snob appeal by the grand
hotels of the Lido.
The golf course Is surrounded by a high wire fence
hung át intervals; as if it
protected something of great
value or secrecy, with threatening Vietatos and Prohibitor.
Around this wired enclave,
the scrub and sandhills have
not even been cleared of mist,
and amongst the rusting barbed
wife are signs saying MINAS.
PERICOLO DI MORTE beneath a
roughly stencilled skull and
crossbones.
The .whole area is strange
and melancholy and in extraordinary contrast to the gay
carnival world .of Venice' less
than an hour .away across the
lagoons.

Bond was sweating slightly
by the time he had walked the
half mile aé ois the peninsula
to the pláge, and he stood for a
moment under the last of the
'acacia trees that had bordered
the.dtisty road to cool off while
he got his bearings.
In front of him was a rickety
wooden archway whose central
span said HAGNI ,ALBERONt in
faded blue paint. Beyond were
the lines of equally dilapidated
wooden cabins, and then a
hundred yards of sand and
then the quiet blue glass of the
sea.

There were no bathers and
the place seemed to be closed,
but when he walked through
the archway he heard the
tinny, sound of a radio playing
Neapolitan music.
It came from a ramshackle
hut that advertised Coca-Cola'
and various Italian soft drinks.
Deck -chairs
were stacked
against ns walls and there were
two pedallos and a child's
half inflated scahorse.
The. whole :establishment
looked so derelict that Bond
could not imagine it doing
business even at the height of
the summer aeason.
He stepped off the narrow
duckboards into the soft,
burned' sand and moved round
behind the huts to the beach.
He walked down to the edge of
the sea.
To the left, until it disappeared in the autumn heat
haze, the wide empty sand
swept away in a slight curve
towards the Lido proper. To

the right was half a mile of
beach terminating in the seawall at the tip of the peninsula.
The seawall stretched like a
finger out into the silent
mirrored sea, and at intervals
along Its top were the flimsy
-derricks of the octopus fishermen.
Behind the beach were the
sandhills and a section of the
'wire fence surrounding the
golf course. On the edge of
the sandhills, perhaps five
hundred yards away, there
was a speck of bright yellow.
Bond set off towards it
along -the .tide -line.

"Ahem."
The' hands flew to the top
scrap of bikini and pulled
it up. Bond walked into her
line of vision and stood looking
down. The bright shadow of
the umbrella covered only her
face.

The rest -of

her-a

What is it you want to know?"
She sat up and pulled her
knees- to her between her
arms. Flirtation had gone out
of her eyes and they had
become attentive, and perhaps
a little careful.
Bond noticed the change.
He said casually watching her:
"They say your friend
Colombo is a big man in the
game. Tell me about him.
He 'would make a good
character -for my book-disguised, of course. But it's the
detail I need. How does he
operate, and so on? That's
not the sort of thing a writer
can invent."
She veiled her eyes. She
said: "Enrico would be very
angry if he knew that I had
told any of his secrets.. I don't
know what he would do to
me."
"He will never know."
She looked at him seriously.
"Lieber Mr Bond, there is
very little that he does not
know. And he is also quite
capable of acting on a guess.
I would not be surprised"Bond caught her quick glance
at his watch-"if it had

keeping step as. If they were a
squad.
Bond got to his feet. He
looked down at the bent head 'He said drily: "I see what you
mean. Just tell Colombo that
from now on I'm writing his
life -story. And I'm a very
persistent writer. So long."
Bond started running up the
sand towards the tip of the
peninsula. From there he
could double back down the
other shore to the village and
the safety of people.

Doren the beach the three
men broke into a. fast jogtrót,
elbows and legs pounding in
time with each other as. if they
were long-distance runners out
for a training spin.
As they jogged past the girl,
one of the men raised a hand:
She raised hers in answer and
then lay down on the sand and
turned over-perhaps so that

burned

cream body In á black bikini
on a black and white striped
bath towel-lay offered to the
sun.
She looked up at him through
half-closed eyelashes. "You arc
five minutes )1early and I told er
you to knock.
Bond sat down close to her .rr
In the shade of the big
umbrella. He took out a handkerchief and wiped his face.
"You happen to own the only
palm tree In the whole of this
desert. I had tó get underneath it as soon as I could.
This is the hell of a place for a
rendezvous."
She laughed_ . "I am like
Greta Garbo. I like to be
alone."
"Are we alone?"
She opened her eyes wide:
"Why not? You think I have
brought a chaperone?"
"Since you think all men
are pigs .,.."
"Ah, but you are a gentleman pig," she giggled. "A
milord pig. And anyway, it is
too hot for that kind of thing.
And there is too much sand.
And besides this is,a business
meeting, no? I tell, you stories
about drugs and' you give me a
diamond clip. From Van Cleef.
Or have you changed your
mind?"
"No. That's how It is.
Where shall we begin?"
"You ask the questions.

tr -

,(-

",

,1z,}A.
crossed his mind to have. me
followed here. He is a very
suspicious man."
She put her hand out and
touched his sleeve. Now she
looked nervous. She said
urgently: "I think you had
better go now. This- has been
a great mistake."
Bond openly looked at his
watch. It was three -thirty.
He moved his head so that
he could look behind the
umbrella and back down the
beach. Far down by the
bathing huts, their outlines
dancing slightly in the heat
haze, were three men In dark
clothes.,

They were walking purposefully up the beach, their feet

her back could now get its
toasting, or perhaps because
she did not want to watch the
man-hunt.,
Bond took off his tie as he
ran and put it in his pocket.
It was very hot and he was
already sweating profusely.
But so would the three men
be. It was a question who was
in better training.
At the tip of the peninsula,
Bond clambered -up to the
seawall and looked back. The
men had hardly gained, but
now two of them were fanning
out to cut round the edge of
the golf course boundary.
They did not seem, to mind
the danger notices with the
skull and crossbones. Bond,
running fast down the wide
seawall, measured angles and
distances. The two men were
coning across the base of the
triangle.
It was going to be a close
call.

Bond's shirr was already
soaked and his feet were beginning to hurt. He had run
perhaps a mile. How much
farther to safety?
At Intervals along the seawall the breeches of antique

cannon had been sunk in the
concrete.
They would be mooring
posts for the fishing fleets
sheltering in the protection
of the lagoons before taking
to the Adriatic.
Bond counted his steps
between two of them. Fifty
yards. How many black knobs
to the end of the wall-to the
first houses of the village?
Bond counted up to thirty
before the line vanished into
the heat haze. Probably
another mile to go.
Could he do it, and fast
page 48
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5.4.3.2.1 YEARS AGO!
March 1963: Beatles get first chart -topper with "Please Please Me"
March 1962:

Country stars Patsy Cline and Hawkshaw Hawkins die in
Tennessee airplane crash on their way to Nashville.
.Kenny Ball's "Midnight In Moscow" disc reaches thé Top
Five in America
Side Story" film is an immediate
hit when it opens In London.
Memphis declares an Elvis Presley Day when he makes his
first stage appearance in four years
.
First "Thank Your
Lucky Stars" features Adam Faith and Craig Douglas.
Elvis Presley is -discharged from U.S. Army after two years ..
Hollywood strike holds up Frankie Vaughan - Marilyn Monroe
film, "Let's Make Love".
Michael Holliday flies to America tó meet Bing Crosby, his
idol . Marty Wilde rows with his label to have his group
.

March 1961:

.

.

March 1960:
March 1959:

.

.

.

back

him on records.

.

.;

Another sure-fire box office hit is on
the way for Elvis: 'Love In Las Vegas',
his latest MGM film out. this month.
It's gat everything! The thrills of
motor racing, best-selling songs,
out -of -this -world settings, shapely
girls led by Ann=Margret.(self-styled
fiancee of the Rock King) and,'of
course, Elvis himself.
He plays a -motor mechanic
who" loves fast cars and girls who
look like Ann -Margret: By the
end of the final reel he's got both.

28
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Elvis gets his girl (above) but not before she's given
him a good run for his money. Below, he sings to quell
celebrating -Texans in a Las Vegas night spot'
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ELVIS ON TOUR HERE- HIT OR MISS?

presley's discs have taken a dive-no
doubt about that. So supposing he
did a stage tour here-that's if he
were willing-what would happen now?
A smash hit? Or a terrible flopperoo?
Do you believe people would queue
all night for tickets-as they did for the
Beatles? Do you think they'd pay £3?
Or could it possibly happen now that
Elvis would be playing to empty seats?
I've been putting these questions to
people in the know.
Like ace promotor VIC LEWIS. He
has presented top Americans in Britain.
He is strongly . .
,

FOR

.

Elvis: "Maybe Presley's disc
sales have fallen off for the moment", he
says. "But that wouldn't affect his pulling
power as a live performer.
"He is still an enormous star. People
would rush to. see him. They would
willingly pay well above -average prices.

"A year or two ago, I went to the
States to meet Elvis and the Colonel. I
hoped to get them over. When they explained their commitments, _I realised I
had no chance.
"But if I had a letter tomorrow asking
if I'm still interested, I would flash a yes.
back across the Atlantic double fast."
FOR Elvis: Promotor GEORGE
COOPER, whose packages have included the Ronettes, Joe Brown, Ketty
Lester, Johnny Kidd, Dee Dee Sharp.
"Presley would go a storm", he told
me emphatically. "I would grab at the.
chance to get him. You could charge
higher prices than for thé Beatles.
"How much? A £3 top. And every
house would be a packer."
But there is another view:
AGAINST Elvis: It was put to me
by ARTHUR HOWES-promoter of
long experience and high standing. He

has staged many Cliff Richard tours and
presented Americans like Bobby Darin.
He said bluntly; "If Presley did a tour
now, I would be very doubtful about its
success. Mersey beat has completely
altered the scene.
.

"To counter it-and this

is being perfectly frank-I would sooner have the
Dave Clark Five than Presley.
"If I were offered Presley, I would
bargain hard before accepting. And I
wouldn't ask more than 25 bob top."
Which view is right? I lean towards that
of Arthur Howes. I think Presley would
pack theatres at normal prices. But I am
sure the day is past when people would
have paid several pounds for a seat."
Would you rush to see him? And, if so,
how much would you pay for a seat? You
tell- us! Write to 'rave', To\ver House,

Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

Dick Tatham

ANN- MARGRET

ELVIS PRESLEY
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Home. Three months' filming in the Canaries over,
Cliff Richard can enjoy his new house at Upper
Nazeing, Essex. These exclusive rave colour pictures
show him relaxing in the lounge with his sisters,
Jackie and Joan, and getting the garden in order.
How do the famous spend. their time off? The
following pictures give a .clue. There's a complete
run-down on pages 38 and 39.
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MARK WYNTER
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Time off. It can mean a lot
when you've been on the
road doing two shows a
night for three weeks. It's
a chance to catch up on all
the little things everyone
takes for granted.
For Adam Faith, getting
away means isolating himself in his 15 -room oak panelled mansion set in its
own green acres at Esher,
Surrey. Or a morning in the

r9

O

fields shooting.
Freddie Garrity likes to go
round Blakely golf course
near his Manchester home.
Do-it-yourself
hitmaker
Dave Clark finds his newfound fame pretty hectic.
His scooter or sleek blue
Zephyr get him around
quickly to make the most of
the off duty minutes.
Billy J. Kramer's idea of a
good time is to get home to
his parents and spend a
long evening in front of the
fire, hearing about homely,
everyday thiings. He can't
get home much, so he has
to be content to phone them.
Driving is Mark Wynter's
way of spending his time
off. He zooms off to some
lonely road in his zippy
sports car.
As for Susan Maughan,
she likes pottering around
her Highgate flat in her bare
feet, cooking and doing
keep -fit exercises.
They all agree; time off is
a rare and precious thing
when you're at the top.
More details overleaf.
ED BLANCHE

39

Away from: work: how the famous spend their time
CLIFF
RICHARD

ADAM FAITH

just snatch
Very rarely.
the odd moment when it
comes along.

Not much. It can be anything from two hours to
two days a month.

I

How often do you get
time off to relax?

FREDDIE

Swim and drive, and I'm
mad keen on taking my
own movies.

Doyou have anyex p en-

Two. My car and taking my.
own films.

Play snooker mostly.
read a lot. I'd also like to
do more shooting.

Only my wife!

Girls who are not in show
business because I. hate
talking shop.

Girls who are smart)
dressed and good lookingy

Blondes
the wife!

What type do you like
to date?

doyougo

Where
date?

.

pleasure?my
Do you drive much for

I

What is your favourite
food and drink?
meet
friends',who are not in
show biz?
Do you have many
in show
néss?
Do you see much of
your group in your spare

l

style

of

-

clothes?

off-stage

What would you do if
your cwoulareér ended?
.

have two, a pale blue MG
sports car and a dark grey
Jaguar Mk 10.

A white

used to enjoy it,
but not now.

We drive around so m
when we're working that
it's 'no pleasure any ro ore

,

Never.

I

Rothmans. At one time
smoked 50 a day, but now
I'm down to five.

E -type

Jaguar.

U

steak, ; treacle

I

I

mostly,. somea party, very
night club.

Out to see a show and then
to a restaurant. like to go

Cinemas

good
theatre.

a

times

to

rarely to

a

70

cuddly toys.

Very little,
time.

I

a

dancing too.

ge

I

Steak.

'

I

I

rhythm'n'blues, jazz, the
classics.
I'd go into business of
some sort, buy a chain of
shops or something like
that. I've been told I have
a head for business.

I

I

don't smoke.

'

touch

black

"Sprite"

Austin Healey
Mk II .

-To give myself excitements

calm myself down when
I'm angry-and for fun.

Rothmans. 30 a day if I'm
not singing, 12 if
am,
sometimes five.

don't smoke.

Ginger beer, steak
mushrooms.

Draught beer. Steak.

Take a trip down the
Thames if I'm in London.

A

I

.

alcohol.

,

.

Not much, it's nearly all
business when I do ..any
driving.

don't have the

bit of

a

carthat's

and

Brandy and coke,
Steak, scampi.

milk,

ates

Everything; rock'n'roll,

I

don't

a

Girls who let me do' the
chasing and who play
hard to get.

A white Zodiac.

Nóñe.

spend quite
money on my
about all.
I

pairs-and

I

don't touch alcohol ori

beer, I get drunk on oral
juice! Hotpot and trifle

God

doin,g anything else.

shoes-

Any type, just so long as
he has a good personality
and we can talk.

don't smoke.

like loose neck shirts,
and
sweaters.
slacks

Stay in the music business

aboút

'

Leather jackets and we ist'
n.
coats. Old Fred the C'
servative one, that's me

for sure, either as a record
producer or on the publishing side. It's _the- only
really know any-'
thing
thing about. I can't imagine

I'm mad
I've got

Girls who have dress
sense, look pretty and can
talk intelligently.

don't smoke.

Casual mostly, white jeans
and black sweaters, that
sort of thing.

spirituals. My favourite
disc is "Black Nativity".

I

I

full wardrobar
a boiler suit and a p
football boots!

negro

,

Girls who are natural and
who don't put on an act.

blue Zephyr, and
scooter for town.

a

I
drive, swim and go to
the cinema.

I

I'm dead keen on home
movies.

a

suitcase.

I

haven't had time to
develop any expensive
hobbies.

A

haven't bought a suit
came back from
since
'
Hong Kong with nine.

and

If I'm feeling energetic
go off to a gym. If not
just stay in.

I get five weeks'
holiday
year, mostly I live out of

I,

I

jazz

Wander round London, see
as
a film, try to get home
often as can.

Usually
to
restaurant and

1

Not a lot. We've all got our
own lives to lead.

I

Stay

-

I

stay

We're good friends so
we often knock around
together.

I

-

date.

%

hoi e,
at
occasionally sneak ou to
the pictures.

We

real friend,
Only one
comedian Dave Reid.

Not so much now, but I
used to spend quite a bit.

Only a day a month at the
moment. Believe me, I'd
like more.

at home, play my
drums and go down to the
gym as much as possible.

don't tell

hits,

wrote -a lot of
and the Shadows.

.

What sort 'of music do
.you relax by? '

rarely go

...but

A lot of new-found friel
-Brian Poole and the
Tremeloes and a lot m(

"Sammy" Samwell, who

About one day a week,
except on along tour when
don't get any time off.

I

see a lot of my old m eerwho were in the engin
ing works with me.

clothes?

What is your favourite

golf.
u re.
fut
dthe
like toopplan fors

Write

see Hurgie Van -Engle, an
old school friend quite a
bit.

I

.

How much do you spend
on off-stage

I

pudding.

busi-myearly

time?

a

Coca -co

don't drink.

The only people
knew
were school friends and
I've lost contact.

often

you

Do

Curry.

out on

r

don't smoke..

.

' Stay at home.

"Stingray"

get a great kick out of just
driving around, being on
own.
I

Life's upside down at the
moment, so
don't have
much time off.

I

la,

A Chevrolet
sports car.

What kind of car do you
have?

What bránd of cigarette
youdo_smoke?

I

Depends on where we both
feel like going. Parties
sometimes.

on a

BILLY .EJR
KRAM

I

.

What do you do ?hen
you're not working?
sive hobbies?

spend most of my time
at home, but I have spent
quite a bit on my house.

I'm
Maybe a day a month if get
lucky, but I'd like to
away more.

MARK
WYNTER

SUSAN
MAUGHAN

DAVE CLARK

GARRITY

Things haven't
that much yet. They still
come round to my ho'use..

e

keep away from th get
because we want to
right away from work.

I've got

a

1e

,,

~
of

.

ddY
Sammy Davis Jnr., Bu
se
Holly, Roy Orbison, se'
mental songs.

i

~

I

less now.

.

my '

old friends are up north
where used to live.

I

-

Not many yet, apart from
the fellows in the group.

Fellow artists are more
acquaintances than friend's
. at the moment. .

-

Many. Just about everyone
in the business. It's sd
easy to make friends.

Every four months or so
see old friends I used to
work with on building sites.
I

Only four: Rolf Harris,
Cliff, Mike Preston and
Tommy Steele.

A -lot. We're all goad
friends and are always
at each others' houses.

When 'we ;have'any timé
off, we all go to our homes.

Can't say exactly because
I'M still on what you could

Quite a lot because
new clothes.

Casual and mod-like highneck, button-down collar
shirts.

It depends on the occasion, but like a collar and
tie.

Casual, sweaters, slacks.
' I never wear shoes in the
flat.

Modern ics. and some of
the classics.

like American dike
blues, beaty stuff like that.

Smoochy stuff like Johnny
Mathis and Nat Cole,also
Chubby Checker.

Williams,

I'd definitely' stay in show
business in some way,
Probably as a record producer. That sort of thing
interests me very much.

I'hate the thought of being
-out- of show business.
It's what I've always
wanted to do. If couldn't
sing, then I'd try to become

Work in an hotel or a small
club, anywhere so long as
could mix with people.
I'd miss singing terribly,
because I like doing it, but
it wouldn't mean the end of
the world for me.

I'd like to be a clown
because it's a disguise
and clowns are such deep,
sensitive people. Or a
racing driver because it
would give me excitement
and thrills.,

call an average wage.

í\

Play golf. Be another E
sn't
Hogan, but there
I'm
much money in it.
taking up tap dancin ger
Fred Astaire and Gin eat
Garrity!-in, case b
music goes out.

Not very often. Most of

when I'm in Liverpool.
changedOnly
see them less and
But

I

I

like

'

.About

the same as any
other girl. I don't go in for
any exclusive suits.

a week, on shirts,
trousers, sports jackets,
a suit every three months.

£15

,

I

I

I

one of the back room boys.

I

Jeans and sweaters.
.

Peggy Lee, Como, Andy
Sinatra, Ton
Bennett and some classics

-

.
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BEST

4

DRESSED
illa Black, even though she doesn't think so, is now
one of our best -dressed girls. For good reason. She
has a model girl'& figure and she is always on the
fashion wavelength.
Her main extravagance is make-up. "I am a fanatic. My
.roóm is always littered with bottles. I've got stuff for
bags under the eyes, grains for the pores, all sorts, lurking
about all over the place.,
"I have one big rule. I take every scrap of make-up off
before going to bed. Then slap on loads of cream and
tell myself how glad I am going to be when I am forty and
have a good skin. I hopel"
If you do leave on your make-up and find you have a
few spots, Cilla suggests using a medicated foundation
for a few days. lnnoxa's Tinted Foundation 41 looks after
your skin as well as giving it a cool or a golden look,
depending how you like it. The price is 7s. 9d.
11,1

1

!!í

1,

I

I

W

I

I

h.

was working as a
"When
was better
clerk I'm sure
dressed than I' am now. I
don't get much time for
shopping and when I do,'
rush about buying all sorts
of bits and pieces I only wear
once. I've lost control! This
spring I am going to buy one
good suit and stop myself
from wasting my money on
love
linen;
gimmicks. ' I
especially the printed ones,
and I think this blazer is a
rave." Dávid Bond of Slimma
designed this suit. The overblouse is sleeveless and the'
print is in turquoise and
lilac. The outfit, with blazer,
costs £6 16s. 6d.

Yr

2

tor,r

1`

"How about Cilia the demure!
The main dress is shocking

pink and the bib and sleeves

1

are white with pink spots.
Watch out for those puffy

r

sleeves, they are going to be
tops this summer". Cutawear
made the dress which .is
£2 9s. 11d.

3

2

"This. Is the kind of outfit

want to wear in the summer
when I go on a personal
appearance." The pink suit is
from Highlight Sports, about
£2 15s. 6d. You can get a
blouse like Cilia's from
Feminella.
I

'

4

"That linen look is everywhere this summer. Even in

shoes. The ones
like best
look like deckchair material,
all stripey and colourful"
The little lace -ups are from
Russell & Bromley, 16s 11d.
The elastic -sided boots are
from Barratts,s, £1 5s. 11d.
With them Cilla is wearing the
newest stockings for summer,
very, very pale, almost white,
like Taylor Woods' Blarney.
Stone, 4s. 11d. a pair.
I

rs1.

i

5

"Bob, my manager, says .I
look real sporty in this outfit,
as though
should be out
looking at the horses. Seems
he meant it as a compliment
so I am going to invest in this
shirt and skirt for travelling on
I

tour." The linen blouse is

£3 13s. 6d. and the hopsack
weave linen skirt is £3 9s. 11d.
Both come from Reldan/Digby
Morton. The Kangol 'Beatle
Cap costs £1 4s. 11d.

411

3
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DEAR MARK: Please help me...Would you mind...
am in hospital...When you're passing...l'd like...
I

u

.

t-*
.

a
{

try to take a special interest in people in
hospital.
"Not long ago I received a letter from
the Mother Superior of a convent hospital
in Birmingham, who asked if I could go
along to sec some of her patients.
"I spent an afternoon in the hospital.
It was a very upsetting erpericncc as all
the children were incurable spastics.
"A letter that stands out in my memory
came just over two years ago", added
Mark. "It was from a girl called Susan
Warne who was laid up in hospital in
London with a T.B. hip.
"She had to spend long periods lying
on her back and was only allowed to get
up and go home for a short stay on odd
occasions.

r

THE PRII'TATE LETTERS
OF ..RK TYNTER
11

-

really
he mother was worried
Iworried. Her 17 -year -old daughter
had walked out on the family. No
message. Nothing. Could he help her?
Did he know where she was?
Mark Wyntcr scratched his head, lit a
cigarette and read the letter through
again:
Betty is a great admirer of yours and
used to hang photographs of you on her
bedroom wall. She collected all your
records and I know that she used to write
you a lot of letters.
Last week,, we had a big argument
because she kepe coming in late, now she
has left home taking all these things with
her.

I can't tell you how toorried we are,
and I wondered if she had written to you
telling you about this. Please help Me if
you know where she is as all the family
are miming her very much and want her
to come home.

Mark turned to check the unopened
mail which had accumulated during the
week while he had been in Coventry
starring in pantomime. Perhaps Betty had

written to him...
Although this isn't typical of the
letters that Mark gets, he always finds
among the regular batch of mail from
home and overseas, some letters of a deep
and personal nature.
Letters asking for sympathy, advice
and even help. The letter from Betty's
mother was such a one.

"I can't find a letter from Betty, so

all

I can do is keep a close check on the mail
and write and assure the mother that I

will let her know if 1 hear anything. That's
the least I can do," said Mirk worriedly.

Of course, there is eh- yys a stack of
letters asking him over to t nt, to birthday
parties, for weekends in the country
(Mark's a country -lover, of course), and
requests for him to visit reoplc in
hospitals.
"Naturally, I'd love to do all these
things", he said "but with travelling
about so much, I find that I am hardly
ever in one spot long enough. But I do

Susan Warne (left) and Diane
Powell. Because of Mark they
became close friends
.

"It was a very depressing sort of letter.
Doctors had told her that there was
nothing more they could do. Was there
any way in which I could help?
"I suggested to her that she tried a
little swimming-something I'm keen on.
After that, we corresponded regularly.
"Now when she writes he doesn't even
mention her. illness she is completely
cured.
"And there was another nice ending to
that storyen asI wellwas", added Mark.
appearing in Portsmouth
some time ago, I met a girl called Diane
Powell. She said that she wanted a pen friend, and asked me if I knew anyone. I
gave her Susan's address.
"Since then, they have become great
friends and frequently spend weekends
at each other's homes."
Mark sorted through another pile of
letters and produced one from, a 17-year old Warrington girl, June, telling him
that she wanted to become a pop singer,
and asking for advice on how to make a
record.
"A lot of people write in with the
same question", he said, "and I can only
suggest that they do what I did. One girl
wrote to me every other day when I' was
in Great Yarmouth last summer.
"I advised her to get her voice down on
tape, then send the result to a record
company. If they rejected it, she should
send it to another company. She did this
and, although her efforts were turned
down by two companies, she is still
trying. It's the only way!"
Mark Wynter takes his fansand their letters-seriously. Every letter
he receives is replied to-"Let's face
without their support where would
it
I be?"
His admirers are not the only people
who appreciate his genuine interest in
them.
Often he gets letters from their
mothers thanking him for taking the time
and trouble to reply to their youngsters'
letters and many even end up by joining
his club as well!
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WELCOME
BACK
CLIFF ...

,~
and about time too!
As

Cliff

Richard prepared for his 30 -day tour of one-night

stands starting March 28-his most extensive for more than
-he hotly answered complaints that it- was "about
time, too!"
He told me: "I know some people have been saying that
I've given up touring-but I'm never going to drop onenighters as long as people wánt.me tó do them."
Before 1961, Cliff did three or four tours a year. Since then,
his touring schedule has been reduced by filming, trips abroad,
recording sessions and lengthy seásón shows.
This tour -in March will be Cliff's first for a year.
To me, Cliff strongly denied accusations that he has "lost
the taste for touring now that he's an international star."
He declared: "Touring is the most satisfying part of my
work. I prefer it to anything else .I do. ,
"One-night stands wete my apprenticeship. I learned a lot
from them. I had a rough time at some theatres. But it was all
two years

6een

up

.

experience!
"My policy now is to undertake one major tour a year."
Cliff's friends know how hurtful to him are suggestions that
his rise to international stardom has made him feel differently
about going on the road. He still enjoys being part of "the

When travelling from one venue to another, principal artists

usually, have their own transport. But Cliff mostly travels in the
show coach.
"I prefer to be with the people in the show and have a good
old sing -song", he told me.

eo

On this tour, he will be appearing with the Shadows plus
the Bob Miller band which has accompanied him on "Parade
Of The Pops" and on TV.
"Hank, Bruce and I like to sit up front in the coach, play
our guitars and start singing. Soon everyone joins in. We often
make up our own tunes and lyrics, too.
"That's how a lot of our musical ideas are born."
Cliff's weight -watching diet goes to pot on tour. Normally
he eats well-balanced food at regular times. But on the road
this isn't easy.
"You have to take what's going",.he grinned. "Greasy bacon,
egg and chips at a roadside cafe..Or, if you're lucky. fillet steak
and salad at the best hotel in towit'Y'
Once the Richard entourage have arrived at the theatre, they
usually have to stay behind -a locked .stage' door for the rest of
the evening. Cliff, who gets more tense as his act nears, finds
relief in talking.
Cliff's tour starts on Saturday, March 28, at Southampton Gaumont.
When it is completed- ' by mid -April, he
'will fly to the '.Continent for more stage,, appearances-in
-

Holland, Belgium,
Scandinavia.

France (the Olympia
..

in

Paris) and

MIKE HELLICAR

your hair stays lovely with

',

-u\I
igunst,

NEW kuedale
IMOSPILW

HAIR-SPRAYS
Lacquer, Lano-Spray and
Crystal Clear.
Available in Aerosol 4/3d and 5/9d.
Spray Flask 3/3d, Refills 2/4d.
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TAPE RECORDER
YOU RS FOR UNDER £30

Neutrogena

Can you buy a good tape recorder for less than £30?
Yes, says expert FRED CHANDLER of "Tape Recording
Magazine"-if you are wary: Here's his advice:
(£24 13s. 6d.) marketed by
here arc lots of tape
Lee Products. It has a solid,
II recorders under £30 these
uncomplicated deck (made by
days some battery -run as
BSR) using a joystick to
cheap as £5. But take care:.
select "record or replay",
some very cheap ones don't
"fast, forward or reverse"
record music as well as you'd
and "pause". To record, you
want . . . and others,
use a second control (interespecially imported ones, arc
416 a tablet; bur what it does for your skin makes you pretty,
even without makeup. At selected chemists and der anmcaai stores.
Post this coupon for Special Trial Offer.

costs

M. Jt R. NORTON LTD.. t?rpt R.t. Adrian; Works, Park NIR. I ea.dan S.WA
,Please send me Tttal Tablet otNeutrogew. I enclose 6d to oorer post & p acking.

rinor
ad Jere*

0'0%i
4/0'

1

Velouty Powder Cream

4A'á

Fr

-

'

r

1

will bring to your skin a natural
bloom and loveliness that lasts
the whole day through
Vdoury will make your corn,ple:ion beautiful with just one

application.
Velouty the original powder
cream is the make-up for
moderns.
,,Pamper your skin with Ye:oury
use one of the seven
enchanting. shades Natural.
'Peach, Rachel. Ivory Apricot,
ÑSungold or Ochre.
la Tubes 1l4 and all
New Design Pack art
or la Plastic Jars 4t -

o

POWDER CREAM
?trot Litt.

St.

LEOMAaOS RO,,

MOattAaE.

iw.ta

bad bets for after -sales service.
So ALWAYS get the salesman to demonstrate the
machine by recording and
playing back some musicand through the recorder's
own loudspeaker, not one he's
plugged the machine into.
ALWAYS try to buy at a
shop you know well-and
prefer a recorder with a
brand -name you know.
For good reproduction, the
tape should run at 3! inches
per second-although some
machines run at half that
speed (lj inches) with surprising results.
Far extra running time,
I like the Philips Starmaker
EL 3514 (£28 7s.). It records
four separate sound tracks on
one tape, instead of the usual
two. Of course, fóur-track
machines cost a bit morebut they double a tape's
playing time. Philips also
make two very similar
machines, the Cossor CR
1603 and Stella ST 456
which cost £1 ls. more.
All three are outstanding for
the price.

The Ferguson 3200
(Q7 6s.), with an equally
good performance, has a
pause control, a magic cyc for

preventing distorted recordings, a rev counter so you can
find your place on the tape,
tone control and piano -key
press buttons.
four -track
A
cheaper
machine is made by Fidelity
at £24 5s.... their two-track
Playmastcr model being £21.
For simple controls, there's
702
TR
Goloso
the

locked to avoid mistakes). It
uses two tracks at 31 i.p.s.
The same BSR deck is
fined to four Alba recorders
priced from £25 4s. (R14)
to £28 7s. (R17).
For the smallest machine I
pick the 611b. Elpieo G 257
made in Italy and marketed
here by Lee Products. True,
the spools hold less tape than
average but the slower tape
speed of 1 j inches per second
compensates for it Lee Products also sell the Shaftesbury
TR SO2 (£27 6s.) with
Ferguson tape deck running
at 3t i.p.s. plus pause control,
magic eye, tone control.
For go -anywhere recording
-without having to plug
into the mains-there's the
Philips battery -run EL 3586
(£26 5s.). The tape speed is
1i inches per second, giving a
playing time of up to 11 hours
on each of the two tracks.

Another battery -run

machine is the Dansette
Cadet (£27 6s.).
Other machines worth considering: the Dansettc Consort (£23)
. Elizabethan
Popular 200 (£23 2s.) and
Popular 400 (£26 5s.)
Stuzzi Two -star (£23 2s.) and
Four-star (£25 4s.) .
Sound Riviera A 41A (£23 6s:)
and A 42A (£26 5s.) .
Tapcmastcr Twin
Baird
(£23 2s).
and KolsterBrande (£25 4s.).
Two last warning words:
Avoid second-hand models
(they may be faulty and un repairable). , . and beware of
mail-order "bargains" (there
may be no after sales service),
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blue days over
page 19
for you. In case that just sounds corny, maybe I should
explain ,..."
But I already knew part of the explanation. I remembered
being with Billy backstage at Southend one evening last summer.
He had just heard he had been voted 1963's most promising
performer in a poll. He was obviously proud and very deeply
touched.
As cries of WE WANT BILLY! came from the street below,
he said to me quietly and earnestly:
"It's hard to put my feelings into words. To think, that those
people out there are calling out for me-and that thousands more
like them have voted for me-stirs up such strange and powerful
feelings inside me, I almost feel like crying."
"Billy", I said, "it must be a fantastic, in -orbit sensationplaying to a packed audience and suddenly realising they arc
rooting for you, come what may. Some performers have told me
it is as if a giant electric switch had been thrown over."
"Exactly!" said Billy. "The way it seems with me is that I
am part of the audience-or they are a part of me--whichever
way you like to look at it. It runs so deep in me that it hurtsI'm so up on a cloud that when it's over I can't wait for the
next time."

Family mean so much
"A little while back", I reminded Billy, "you said there were
two main feelings brought into your mind by the success you
have found...."
"Sure", he said. "The one I've not yet mentioned means most
of all to mc. It concerns my folks. Also my brothers and sisters.
If getting ahead in show business 'means I can in any way add
to their happiness, that is something really great."
"Tell you something about Mum", said Billy. "NX hen my
first disc hit the top of the charts, know what some of the neighbours said to her? 'Wizen are you moving? That's what they said.
"Mum got real mad. Told 'cm that her home had been good
enough for her for 30 years and that was the way it was going

What a wonderful, exciting holiday
you have at Butlin's! Just think of
splendid evening
It-you can havea afirst-class
theatre
meal, then go to
show and follow this with dancing
right up to midnight every night of
your holiday, without having to
spend a penny emu.
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"I could never have asked for more wonderful things to have
happened to me."
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"So though have set my mind on buying a new home for her
and Dad, 1've got to go careful. I know Mum's got her circle of
friends round our way and she wouldn't want to be cut off from

career.
"I shall never forget' when I played Liverpool Empire. The
whole family turned out. Mum, Dad, my brothers and sistersplus uncles and aunts-plus all my nieces and nephews. VVe all
got together for a do afterwards. Smashing!"
"Seems you did the right thing-packing in your job at
British Railways", I kidded him.
But Billy J. Kramer was dead serious as he replied, "Guess
so. But-like I said -1 don't want to sound cocky. Show business is a funny world and you never know which way the
cookie is going to crumble next.
"But I tell you this for sure: even if my singing career faded
right out tomorrow, I would have no regrets for anything I've

o

Bunin's Noedey Campo

to stay.

them."
"How about your brothers and sisters?"
"One I see most of is Arthur. That's because we arc both
single and still living at home. Arthur works in a sawmill.
Brother Ronnie is a sheet metal worker. Jack runs his own
scrap business.
"My sisters? Mabel and Eva arc both married to shipping
clerks. Olive's husband is a joiner. We all get along famously
and it makes me fed good to know they take an interest in my
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An oulslandins bargain and an outstandin accodion-the t 1OIINER
I'ICCOL A -in red or ivory. Light.
weight and ideal for beginners of
any age. ilas 26 full sire Accordion
to
keys. 12 basses an instrumentwith
be proud of. Complete in case
famous Pietro Docto tutor. Only
12 gns cash nr it. IDs. Od. deposit
and 12` monthly payments of
number only
fl. is. 111d. L'mitesl order
NOW!
your
so send
these
Just oot
show
catalogues
actual photographs.
deta its and terms for
all types of Accordand
new
ions,
for
secondhand.
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2 NEW

Cash, PI" Fat- ACCORDION
change, or easy 11.1'.
bully guaranteed. CATALOGUES
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STARWISE
We buy their discs, see their
films, follow their careers. But
how well do we really know the

page 24
enough to beat the two
Hankers? Bond's breath was
already rasping in his throat.
Now even his suit was
soaked with sweat and the cloth
of his trousers was chaffing his

famous? Test your knowledge
with this quiz

legs.
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The faces arc familiar, but do you know their real names?

TV
Who were the two stars of the original "Avengers" ABC-TV
series?
2. What was the first TV beat show?
3. Robert Horton played what role in the "Wagon Train"
series?
1.

FILMS
1.

Name the three .stars of "High Society".
in his first film. What was

2. Adam Faith played a teenage thug

its title?
3. What four films have Frank Sinatra and members of his
"clan" starred in?

CHARTS
1. Name the first hits these singers had
after they died : Buddy Holly, Eddie
Cochran and Johnny Horton.
2. What was 'the first disc to go straight
to No. 1 in the British charts and who
recorded it?
3.. Which American singing duo had a
hit with "Gonna Get Along Without
You" prior to the Caravefes' recording?
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Behind him, three hundred
yards back, was one pursuer.
To his right, dodging among
the sand -dunes and converging
fast, were the other two. To his
left was a twenty -foot slope of
masonry to the green tide
ripping out into the Adriatic.
Bond was planning to slow
down to a walk and keep
enough breath to try and shoot
it out with the three men,
when two things happened in
quick succession.
First he saw through the
haze a group of spear-fishermen. There were about half a
dozen of them, some in the
water and some sunning themselves on the seawall.
Then, from the sand -dunes
came the deep roar of an
explosion.
Earth and scrub and what
might have been bits of a
man fountained briefly into
the air, and a Small shock -wave
hit him. Bond slowed.
The other man in the dunes
had stopped. He was standing
stock-still. His mouth was open
and a frightened jabber carne
from it. Suddenly- he collapsed
on the ground with his arms
wrapped round his head.
Bond knew the sins. He
would not move again until
someone came and carried
him away from there. Bond's
heart lifted. Now he had only
about two hundred yardi to
go to the fishermen.
They were already gathering
into a group, looking towards
him. Bond summoned a few
words of Italian and rehearsed
them. "Mi Ingles. Prego,
dove 11 carabinieri."
Bond glanced over his
shoulder. Odd,. but despite
the witnessing spear -fishers,
the man was still coming on.
He had gained and was
only about a hundred yards
behind. There was a gun In
his hand. Now, ahead,, the
fishermen had fanned out
across Bond's path. They had
harpoon guns held at the
ready.
In the centre was a big

man with a tiny red bathing
slip hanging beneath his
stomach. A green mask was
slipped back on to the crown
of his head.
He stood with his blue
swim -fins pointing out and
his arms akimbo. He looked
like Mr Toad of Toad Hall in

Technicolor.
Bond's amused thought died
In him stillborn. Panting, he
slowed to a walk.

Automatically his sweaty
hand felt under his coat for the
gun and drew it out. The man
in the centre of the arc of
pointing harpoons was Enrico
Colombo.

Colombo watched him approach.
When he was twenty yards
away, Colombo said quietly;
"Put away your toy, Mr Bond
of the Secret Service. These
are -CO, harpoon guns. And
stay where you are. Unless
you wish to make a copy of
Mantegna's St Sebastian."
He turned to the man on
his right. He spoke in English.
"At what range was that
Albanian last week?"
"Twenty yards, padrone.
And the harpoon went right
through. But -he was a fat
man-perhaps twice as thick
as this one."
Bond stopped. One of the
iron bollards was beside him.
He sac down and rested the
gun on his knee. It pointed
at the centre of Colombo's big
stomach. He said: "Five harpoons in me won't stop one
bullet in you, Colombo."

Colombo smiled and

nodded, and the man who had
been coming softly up behind
Bond hit him once hard in the
base of the skull with the butt
of his Luger:
When you come to from
being hit on the head the
first reaction is a fit ofvomiting.
Even in his wretchedness
Bond was aware of two sensations-he was in a. ship at sea,
and someone, a man, was
wiping his forehead with a
cool wet towel and murmuring
encouragement in bad English.
"Is okay, amigo. Take him
easy. Take him easy."
Bond fell back on his bunk,
exhausted. It was a comfort..
papo So
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light on my switchboard
flashed. I was glad-it
had been a quiet evening at the London hotel where
I worked.
On the phone, my friend
on the hotel's reception desk
said: "Deidre, there's a group
of scruffy -looking boys here,
booking rooms for the night.
'They don't half look pecu-

telephonist at a
London hotel,
writes about some
of the stars she's
met and made
friends with

A few minutes later I saw
them for myself. They had
long hair, very tight jeans and
leather coats. They were
clowning among themselves.
"We've come to London to
make a record", they told me.
"Well", I replied, "I'm

FRIEND
F THE
Deidre Meehan,

liar"

sorry, but I don't know you."
The four boys smiled
sheepishly. "We're called the
Beatles", they said.
"Never heard of you", I
said-and it was true. The
boys were in London to make
"Love Mc Do".
It was just impossible to
talk to them any more because they had spotted a
photograph of my favourite
group, Sounds Incorporated,
by the switchboard.
"We met Sounds in Hamburg", said Ringo. "With any
luck, we'll be as good as them
one day". Ringo is modest
like that!
Yes, I've met many of show
likeable
most
business's
characters since I came over
from Ireland to work at the
hotel.
Gary U.S. Bonds, another
guest, asked me to show him
some London sights when he
was here. We ended up at a
twist club in Soho.
The floor was packed with
people dancing to Gary's
records!, But no-one realised
he was there.
The next night, I called at

topss
4'

` 6-j

his theatre-and got the
shock of my life when he

opened the dressing-room
door.
His hair was in curlersand heavily lacquered!
Gary told me: "I can't give
a good show unless I'm sure
my hair is looking neat!"
Being friendly with so many
artists, I quickly discovered
how to make myself useful
backstage. My golden rule is:
Never be without a needle
and thread.
Stage clothes split easily.
Particularly trousers. Many's
the time I've come to the
rescue.
My greatest reward is when
an artist tells me after I've
patched him up: "Deidre, if
it wasn't for you, I couldn't
have turned my back on an
audience tonight!"
Do you have any true stories to

It
about the famous?
you have, send them to
rave, Tower House, Southampton
Street, London W.C.2. We will be
pleased to print them. Deidre hells
more' intimate and interesting
stories In newt month's rave on
March 25.
tell

us-
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with all the latest records from
Merseybeat to Les Swingle Singers
The new sound .. the latest releases of your favourite pop
stars, vocal and instrumental groups, are all available from
Smith's record departments. On -the -spot listening equipment,
too. Call in today at the shop with the 'new beat'!
.

Latest releaseslmmedi.atelyavallable
Special record order service
Diamond and sapphire styli, record
gift
ideal
the
tokens,
Record
carrying cases, racks and other
Idea, sold and orehanged at all
gramophone accessories
our record branches
'Starpic' pictures of favourite pop stars

W.

H: SMITH & SON

REGIS. BOURNEMOUTH, BRADFORD, CANTERBURY,
W.M.S. RECORD DEPARTMENTS at AYLESBURY. BASILDON. BIRMINGHAM, BOGNOR
FLEET STREET, GLOUCESTER (EASTGATE). HARROGATE,
CHELTENHAM, COWLEY (OXFORD). DARLINGTON, EALING (BROADWAY). EARL'S COURT.
LUTON, e#AIDENHEAD. MIDDLESBROUGH, MUTLEY.
HIGH WYCOMBE, ILFORD, KENSINGTON (HORNITON CT). KINGSWAY, LLANDUDNO.
ORPINGTON, OXFORD, PORTSMOUTH, PUTNEY.
NUNEATON.
GATE,
HILL
NOTTING
NORWICH.
NEWPORT (MOH.). NORTH FINCHLEY,
STREATHAM., TAUNTON. TORQUAY, TRURO,
RICHMOND (SURREY), SLOANE SQUARE. SOUTH HAMPSTEAD, STAFFORD. STRATFORD-UPON-AVON,
YEOVIL. YORK.
WALSALL WATFORD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE, WEYMOUTH.
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small cabin with a
feminine smell and dainty
curtains and colours.
A sailor in a tattered vest
and trousers-Bond thought
he recognised him as one of

able

the

spear-fishermen-was

bending over him.
He smiled when Bond
opened his eyes. "Is better,
yes? Subito okay." He rubbed
the back of his neck in
sympathy.
"It hurts for a little. Soon
it will only be a black. Beneath
the hair. The girls will see

nothing."

4

Bond smiled feebly and
nodded. The pain of the nod
made him screw up his eyes.
When he opened them the
sailor shook his head in
admonition.
He brought his wrist -watch
close up to Bond's eyes. It
said seven o'clock. He pointed
with his finger at the figure
nine. "Mangiare con Padrone,
Si?"
Bond said: "Si."
The man put his hand to
his check and laid his head
on one side. "Dorrnire. "
Bond said "Si" again and
the sailor went out of the
cabin and dosed the door

without locking it.
Bond got gingerly off the

bunk and went over to the
wash basin and set about
cleaning himself. On top of
the chest of drawers was a
neat pile of his personal
belongings. Everything was
there except his gun.
Bond stowed the things
away in his pockets and sat
down again on the bunk and
smoked and thought. His
thoughts were totally inconclusive.
He was being taker for a
ride, or rather a sail, but from
the behaviour of the sailor it
did nor seem that he was
regarded as an enemy.
Yet a great deal of trouble
had been taken to make him
prisoner and one of Colombo's
men had even, though inadvertently, died In the process. It did not seem to be
just a question of killing him.
Perhaps this soft treatment
was the preliminary to trying
to make a deal with him, What

deal-and what was
the alternative?
At nine o'clock the sane
sailor came for Bond and led
him down a short passage to a
small, blowzy saloon, and left
him.
[here was a table and two
chairs in the middle of the
room, and beside the table a
nickel -plated trolley laden with
food and drinks. Bond tried
the hatchway at the end of the
saloon. It was bolted.
He unlatched one of the portholes and looked our. There
was just enough light to see that
the ship was about two hundred
tons and nriyht once have been
a large fishing-vase?.
The engine sounded like a
single diesel and they were
carrying sail. Bond estimated
the ship's speed at six or
seven knots.
On the dark horizon there
was a tiny cluster of yellow
lights. It seemed probable that
they were sailing down the
was the

to your hair
with magic,
crystal-clear
lotion
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*SO

*LASTS AND LASTS...

Adriatic coast.
The hatchway bolt rattled
back. Bond pulled in his head.
Colombo came down the steps.
He was dressed in a sweatshirt, dungarees and scuffed

Will not rub off or wash out.

*CLEAN

shades aá hair.

Bandbox Spray-Tint is the m. west way
to eolourlighten your hair. lust spray
it On and comb it through. Try it! And
see how beautiful your hair will look.
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stop behaving Like little boys
and be grown-ups. Yes?
"What will you have-gin,
whisky, champagne? And this
is the finest sausage in the
whole of Bologna.
"Olives from my own estate.
Bread, butter, Provelonethat is smoked cheese-and
fresh figs. Peasant food, but
good. Come. All that running
must have given you an

a

"As it is you have prepared
lot of grief for yourself. I

warned my chief that something like this might happenthe way the girl picked me up
page
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*FOR THE FIRST TIME
TIME,..
Gives lighter tints to all,

There was a wicked, amused
gleam in his eyes. He sat
down In one chair and waved
to the other. "Come, my
friend. Food and drink and
plenty of talk. We will now

all these dramatics,

TO

Because it's crystal clear.

sandals.

appetite."
His laugh was- infectious.
Bond poured himself a stiff
whisky and soda, and sat
down. He said: "Why did you
have to go to so much trouble?
We could have met without

...
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Cliff Richard, Joe Brown, Brian Poole,
Ringo Starr, Clinton Ford-they all began
their careers in holiday camps

VUR

CHANCE

THIS SUMMER?
Going to a holiday camp this summer?

4
o

It could be your chance to break into
show business! That's where names
like Cliff' Richard, Joe Brown, Brian
Poole and Jimmy Tarbuck first started
working their way to stardom.
Or you could find yourself holidaying
next to a big show business personality!
\X hen Kenny Ball was working at
Blackpool's Empress Ballroom, his wife
and family were staying at a local hoteluntil they all got so bored that Kenny
moved them into a holiday camp.
"It was great fun-my wife and kids
could do what they wanted without
restrictions", he recalls.
How do yore get a break in sho-.rbiz at a

.

holiday camp?

Rhythm-and-blues stylist Georgic
Fame was only an unknown sixteen,
dreaming of a musical career, when he
holidayed at a Pwllheli camp in Wales.
Rory Blackwell was leading a rock
group there-and Georgic was fascinated
by the'r beat. After an evening of digging
their sound, hc shyly went up to Rory.
"Excuse me, Mr Blackwell, but any
chance of a job?" That was the start .. .
Cliff Richard was spotted singing at
a London theatre in 1955-and was
immediately signed by agent George
Ganjou. He was introduced to recording
manager Nor:* Paramor.
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RINGO-Playing to the campers.

Roth Paramor and Ganjou advised
Cliff to get as much experience as he
could before setting out on a record
z
ca reer.
Ganjou promised: <1'1'11 book you in for
a season at Rutlin's". And hc did. That
summer, Cliff and the Drifters-now the
Shadows, with some changes in per,sonnel-played four weeks at Clacton.
"My first big break", Cliff says.
Comedian Jimmy Tarbuck was a
redcoat at Pwllheli in 1962. He nursed,
an ambition to be a professional funnyman, so he went in for a national talent
competition run by the camp.
The result. he won one heat and was .
awarded £50. Eighteen months later, he'd
been on ATV's "Sunday Night at the
London Palladium" twice!
Another comedian, Des O'Connor,

was once a house captain at a Filey camp.
Some years later, Joe Brow a worked at
the same camp. Brian Poole and the
Tremelocs gained a great deal of their
know-how in getting dancing audiences
into a frenzy at an Ayr camp in 1961.
The new recording group the Contrasts played at Skegness last summer as
the Four Escorts. They backed singer
Bill Forbes. During the season, they all
got together' to write a song, "I Can't
Get You Out Of My Mind."

At the end of the engagement, they
teamed up, changed their name-and
landed a recording contract with EMI!
Their first release? The song they wrote
at Skegness!

Million sales
A "kiddies' uncle" at a holiday camp
chain's hotel in Blackpool devoted much
of his spare rime to song-writing, too.
His name: Russ Hamilton. His song
"We Will Make Love"-with its coupling, "Rainbow"-made him an international star with a million disc sales in
England and America.
Down at Pwllheli camp, they still talk
of the day Clinton Ford turned up and
asked to sec the entertainments manager.
"But you can't", he was told, "he's
busy."
Ford insisted-and a few 'minutes later
found himself in the office demanding an
audition. The audition was granted, so he
parked himself on the edge of the manager's desk and sang folk songs.
When he finished, there was a long
silence. Then he was told: "You're inl"
Clint spent three summers at the camp,
working with the Merseysippi Jazz Band
during the winter months.
But perhaps the most celebrated of
camp musicians is Ringo Starr. He
played drums with Rory Storm and the
Hurricanes at Pwllhcli in 1960-61 and at
Skegness in 1962.
In those days, he wore a beard (see
picture).
Asked if his style had changed since he
joined the Beatles, Ringo replied:
"Definitely. I used to be a shorthaired, bearded drummer., Now I'm a
long-haired, bald-chinned. drummer!"

BILL DAYTON

52
peccably dressed. So, too, is
Roger, who began his career
as a photographer's model
A studio hand told me:

ger

"I've seen that guy scrarnble

Piioore

not

li ellhe
Saint

-

up off the studio floor after a
rough-and-tumble fight scene,
and look as if he's just stepped
out of Savile Row!"
The Saint likes fast cars.
So does Roger, who zips to
end from the studio in a
blood-red sports job.
The Saint enjoys a gambleand Roger's face is wellknown in the plush gambling
clubs of the West End. "I'll
take a bet on anything that
moves", he confesses.
The Saint is a great traveller. Roger owns a house in
Hertfordshire, another in
Hollywood, but confided:
"My real home is in Rome."
The Saint has strong views
on feminine attractiveness. So
has Roger: "A girl should be
well dressed. I like pastel
shades best-but no frills,
nothing ostentatious.

*

*

*

"Of course, personality

`
but he's the
only one who
thinks so!
Saint looked me
I straight in the eye and
made a very unlikely remark:
"Anyone who went around
behaving like the Saint would
be a fool-there's certainly no
resemblance between him and
me."
Unlikely? I'll say! Frankly,
I didn't believe a word of it.
I'd been around Elstrcc
snidios-where ITV's roar"Saint'!
ingly successful
series i s made-and they'd
told me plenty about the man
inside, the Saint, Roger
Moore.
Seems that the Saint and
this tall, blue-eyed and incredibly handsome actor arc
pretty much the same man
off-screen, too .. .
The Saint is alwrys im'Mahe

is

vital. That's why I like
They're
Italian women.
warm, very fetitinine. In England, too many women conform-a big mistake."
The Saint is toughs. Roger
.rarely uses a double when
they film fight sequences and
gets a black eye now and
then.
So why does Roger insist

he's not like the Saint?

He thought for a moment;
"Basically, I'm a shy person.
The Saint is big -headed
superman who can do
everything with effortless ease.
"I, on the other hand, can
do many things quite well,
but few brilliantly. Acting,
for instance. I've yet to turn
in a performance which
proves to me that I can last
indefinitely as . an actor."
Roger, now 35, was once a
newspaper cartoonist and still
likes to doodle between
"takes" at Elstrec. The sun
hasn't always shone for him.
"There was a time when a
packet of cigarettes was a
- luxury for mc."
Now Roger is working on
another Saint series to be seen
all over the world. His next
target? "To direct two films
a year."

-a

JOHN PARKYN
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in your restaurant was coo
childish for words.
"I said that I would walk
into the trap to see what it was
all about. If I am not out of it
again by tomorrow midday,
you'll have Interpol as well
as Italian poliice on top of
you like a load of bricks."
Colombo looked puzzled.
He said: "If you were ready
to walk into the trap, why did
you try and escape from my
men this afternoon? I had
sent them to fetch you and
bring you to my ship, and it
would all have been much
more friendly.
"Now I have lost a good
man and you might easily
have had your skull broken.
I do not understand."

"I didn't like the look of
those three men. I know
killers when I see them. I
thought you might be thinking
of doing something stupid.
You should have used the
girl. The men were unnecessary."
Colombo shook his head.
"Lisl was willing to find out
more about you, but nothing
else. She will now be just as
angry with me as you are.
Life is difficult.
"I like to be friends with
everyone, and now I have
made two enemies in one
afternoon. It is bad."

Colombo looked genuinely
sorry for himself. He cur a
thick slice of sausage, impatiently tore the rind off it
with his teeth and began to eat.
While his mouth was still
full he took a glass of champagne and washed the sausage
down with It. He said, shaking
his head reproachfully at Bond:
"It Is always the same, when
I am worried I have to eat.
But the food that I cat when
I am worried I cannot digest:
And now you have worried
me.
"You say that we could have
met and talked things overthat I need not have taken
all this trouble."
He spread his hands helplessly. "How was I to know
that? By saying that, you put
the blood of Mario on my
hands. 1 did not tell him to
take a short cut through that

place." Colombo pounded the
table.
Now he shouted angrily alt
Bond. "I do not agree that
this was all my fault. It was
your fault. Yours only. You
had agreed to kill me. How
does one arrange a friendly
meeting with one's murderer?
Eh? Just tell me that."
Colombo snatched up a long
roll of bread and stuffed it
into his mouth, his eyes
furious.
"What the hell are you.
talking about?"
Colombo threw the remains
of the roll on the table and
got to his feet, holding Bond's
eyes locked in hi .
He walked sideways, still
gazing fixedly at Bond tó a
chest of drawers, felt for the
knob of the top drawer,
Opened it, groped and lifted
out what Bond recognised as
a tape -recorder playback
machine.
Still looking accusingly a:

Bond, he brought the machine
over to the table. He sat down
and pressed a switch.
When Bond heard the voice
he picked up his glass of
whisky and looked into it.
The tinny voice said: "Exact.
Now, before I give you the
informations,. like good commercials we make the terms.
Yes?"
The voice went on: "Ten
thousand dollars American
There is no telling where
you get these informations
from.- Even if you are beaten

...

.. The head

of this machine
be
destrutto-killed,"
is a bad man. He is to

Bond waited for his own
voice to break through the

restaurant noises. There had
been a long pause while he
thought about the last condidon. What was it he had said?
His voice came out of the
machine, answering him. "I
cannot promise that. You must
sec that. All 1 can say is that
if the man tries to destroy mc,
I will destroy him."
Colombo switched off the
machine. Bond swallowed
down his whisky.
In rave on sale

March 25-Bond
learñs the truth.
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The
Book
of
Beauty

FREE for 7 days
Here Is the wonderful new BOOK
OF BEAUTY-it alsures you of
good looks throughout your whole
life. This special offer means YOU
can see it FREE for a whole week
and take its export advice.
WRITTEN AY LEADING BEAUTICIAIit

-

AND SALONS, 1T DEALS WITH EVERY
Your
ASPECT OF BEAUTY CARE
Looks, Skin. Mace -up., Eyes, Teeth,

!lands,
and Fret (by Rosalind
CkcA.tow), ílealth. 16 S1ietmiae »lees (b
lady ~wit, PAy4Ns Dfsby Aforrcut err.
Floury Problems (by Non Yon fen Hoek .
Pcifwnts. Beauty througtl Myitk.sm,
Your Vole. Nlo chine (by CAnry Mat.
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shampoos homethat!). Now Hue
:soma. styling. Top hairdressers' Ide
Raymond, Riche. Steiner. etc. WeddLrea
Losetioesa. Career in beauty (by Sylvia
D+osraa). Fathioa Colours. There's so
much more you simply must see It.
Send Now!

r

Gold Qail,ed Binding -656 pages
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for nothing
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you can have a clear healthy skin
in just a few days
Don't despair if other remedies have failed' you. Now
even stubborn spots can be
cleared fast. Valdcrma Balm
-the only remedy with wonderful new antiseptic Di-8acts faster, more effectively.
Clears spots, rashes, teenage
acne and most common skit)
ailments. Valderma penetrates
deep under the skin to kill the

gems that cause the trouble,
then gently soothes and heals.
In just a few days your skin is
clear, fresh and healthy again.

Vi,ldcrma isn"t greasy. It
doesn't show. Yves can wear
it all day-even under makeup. At chemists tube 2/6. Jar
a/q. Try Valderma today-it's
the effective remedy for those
embarrass-ng skin troubles.

antiseptic
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MARGARET

HINXMAN

The Long Ships
Twist, turn, jump and
shout. a: E II' Plada y bras
and girdles the perfect
combo. Long players
at lour prices, Yylon
and net trimmed with
lace. A runyeof six.
In sizzling scarlet,
off-beat blue and
super while.
Tops for you

(A) The
in an
adventure -spectacle, manned
by Richard Widmark, Russ
Tamblyn and Sidney Peltier.
Vikings

BRENDA

sail again

Love In Las Vegas (U)

The Presley screen formula,

garnished with Ann -Margret
and some motor -racing thrills.
Mary, Mary (A) Debbie
Reynolds shines as the gtiitccontrary hero'nc in this witty,
but stagey, comedy.
McLintoclkl (U) A Western
with more laughs than thrills.
John Wayne.

á.

-rI

!

11
3.

Vivacious teens.

NANCY

Prom your drapers.

Move Over Darling (A)

This year's Royal Performance film. A tribute to Doris
Day's wholesome charms.

JKAREN

SARA

BETH

The. Prize (A) What starts
out as a fraught talc about
Nobel Prize winners ends up
as a rollicking cliff-hanger,
with Paul Newman risking all.
Studs Lonigan (X) Young
Christopher Knight impresses as one of the original
"rebels without a cause" in
Chicago of the roaring twenties,
Dr. Strangelove: or how

SADIE

Exclusive
Exceptional Ecztin.g

Ecstatic
Exuberant-inexpensive

COLOUR

k.

-J

RANGE

FROM

g

/¡V

1/_

CORSETRY.
"BRENDA
"SARA"

9111

7111

"NANCY"
"KAREN"

7111

"BETH"
"SADIE"

learned to stop worrying and love the bomb.
I

Aar

7111

9111

Richard Cooper and Co. (Ashbourne) ltd,,Ashboume, Derbys

(A) Peter Sellers playing three
roles in a ruthless, but very
funny satire on how to destroy
the world-by accident!
Four For Texas (A) Frank
Sinatra and Dean Martin fool
around in a parody Western
which isn't as funny as it
thinks it is.

Gentle Art Of
Murder (A) How to dispose
of your spouse, demonstrated

The

in two homicidal storieswith Richard Todd as an
innocent bystander.

The Incredible Journey

(U) Walt Disney sends two
dogs and a cat off on a
hazardous trek across Canada
and returns with a charming
live-action tear-jerker.
Irma La Douce (X) Rather
plodding screen version of the
play about a light-hearted
loose lady.
But Shirley
MacLaine and Jack Lenimon_
arc, as always, superb.
Charade (A) Audrey Hepburn, Cary Grant and several
vile villains in a crime caper
that looks a treat, sounds hilarious and chills the spine, too.
Ladles Who Do (U) Or
"Carry On Chars!" With
Peggy Mount as the head of
the mop -and -duster brigade
and Harry H. Corbett as a
jumped-up "Stcptoe".
Hot Enough For June (A)
Dirk Bogarde gets involved in
an espionage plot, but manages to find some fun as well
as thrills.
Zulu (U) One of the old
Imperial battles of the last
century, excitingly refought
on film. Stanley Baker and
arresting screen, newcomer,
Michael Caine.

Captain Newman, M.D.

(A) Bobby Darin teams with
Gregory Peck and Tony
Curtis in an army drama -and, if he doesn't watch out,
he'll become an even better
actor than he 'S a singer!
This Is My Street (A)
Turgid talc of London back
street miseries. Worth seeing
for Ian Hendry.
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LLYWOOD RADIO

HAMBURG Local German groups have broken the stranglehold of British outfits-favourites in the dubs here for so long.
Prominent among the newcomers arc the Bats. The popularity
of the Germans does not seem to have affected British groups'
following. A dozen of them arc playing around the town. And
at least twenty-seven Liverpool outfits arc booked to play
KLAUS MEULLER
Hamburg within the next year.
LIVERPOOL This city has gone one better with the rising
r-and -b interest. People here arc now going for the purer sound
as played by Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker and Jimmy
Reed. Many groups are altering their style because of this and
are looking for harmonica and tenor sax players. The Mastersounds, the Roadrunners and the Mojos spearhead this trend.
BILL HARRY
HOLLAND Rhythm-and-blues is enjoying a big boom here.
And the artist way out front is guitarist -singer Chuck Berry.
One disc label is issuing a special LP package containing live recorded versions of' many of his hits. The Beatles and other
British groups in the beat field arc selling well and Fats Domino
has just enjoyed considerable success with "Red Sails In The
DICK MULDER
Sunset".
NEW YORK Record and sheet music "pirates" in the Far
East are becoming a real threat to American disc and music
firms. The combined annual sales total in Japan, South Vietnam,
Thailand and Malaysia amount to nearly £20,000,000. But
unauthorised copies arc being made in nearby island of Taiwan
and the industry is losing an estimated million pounds a year.
SUE MILLER
MIDLANDS Nottingham, along with Birmingham and
London, is making an all-out effort to rival Liverpool as THE
beat city. Music is on tap every night of the week, supplied by
more than 70 local groups. And there are more forming all the
time. So great is the demand for music by the city's teenagers
that clubs have to book groups from as far away as Scotland.
Local d -j and agent Phil Smith told me: "We shall not reach, the
peak of this boom for at least another year."

DENNIS DETHERIDGE
COUNTRY AND WESTERN British television companies arc being offered rights to a new country music show
now being filmed in America. Each half-hour show is centred
around the career of a different c-and -w star. Sequences have
already been shot with Leroy Van Dyke, Hank Thompson,
George Jones, Roy Clark, Bill Monroe and Sheb Wooley.
CHET JAMES
GUITAR MUSIC A revolutionary new guitar is being tried
out by the Dave Clark Five. It is pear-drop shaped and the aim
of Jennings Musical Industries, the manufacturers, is to get
an acoustic sound electronically. Features are the new shape,
two pick-ups with tremolo arm and three different tone settings.
Another device cuts out overtones when a player is tuning.
Approximate cost: between £80-£90.
ED BLANCHE
NASHVILLE Steel guitarist Pete Drake is now the most
sought after backing artist. His new sound-produced on a steel
with unusual tuning-has helped make records by top -liners
like Don Gibson, Marty Robbins and Duane Eddy. Drake's
latest achievement to amaze the Tennessee music capital is a
talking guitar. You "breathe" the words of a song into a tube
connected to the guitar and this produces the "voice".
BOB BERRY
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WHO WHAT WHEN WHERE
TOURS

The Searchers, Dusty
Spriñgfiold, Big Dee Irwin,
Bobby Vee: Walthamstow

Granada (March 1), Maidstone Granada (2), Ipswich
(4),
Manchester
Odeon
Odeon (5), Mansfield Granada
(6), Sheffield City Hall (7),
Hanky Odeon (8), Bolton
Odeon (9), Leeds Odeon (11),
Bedford Granada (12), Southend Odeon (13), Tooting
Granada (14), Bristol Colston
(15), Cardiff Odeon (16),
Gaumont (17),
Worcester
Birmingham Odeon (18),
Nottingham Odeon (19),
(20),
Kingston
Granada
Bournemouth Winter Gardens
(21), Leicester de Montfort
(22), !farrow Granada (23),
Chelmsford 'Odeon (24), Doncaster Granada (25), Glasgow
Odeon (26), Aberdeen Capitol
(27), Newcastle Odeon (28),
Liverpool Empire (29).

Gerry and the Pacemakers,
Ben E. King, Fourmost,

Sounds Incorporated, the
Dennisons, Jimmy Tarbuck: Leicester de Montfort
(March

1).

Rolling Stones, Eden
Kane, Jet Harris, Billie
Davis, Mike Sarne, the
fnnócents, Mike Berry:

Guest artists will make ap-

pcararices at most shows:
Liverpool Empire (March 1),
Nottingham Albert Hall (2),
Blackpool Opera House (3),
Bradford Gaumont (4), Blackburn Odeon (5), Wolverhamp-

ton Gaumont (6), Morecambe
Winter Gardens (7).

Billy

J. Kramer, Gene Pit-

ney, Swinging Blue Jeans,
Cilia Black, the Esctirti,
Reno Four, Billy Burden:

Coventry Theatre (March 1),
Cambridge ABC (2), Sheffield
City Hall (3); Lincoln ABC
(4), Huddersfield ABC (5),
Wigan ABC (6), Birmingham
Hippodrome (8), Exeter ABC

Plymouth ABC (11),
Salisbury Gaumont (12), Sutton Granada (13), Norwich
Theatre Royal (14), Derby
Gaumont (15), Dover ABC
(17), Edmonton Granada (18),
Shrewsbury' Granada (19),
Cheltenham Gaumont (20),
Guildford Odeon (21).

Ella Fitzgerald, Roy Eld-

Joe Brown, the Crystals,
Manfred Mann, Heinz,
Johnny Kidd and the
Pirates,, Daryl Quist, Mike
Preston, Kevin Kirk, Al
Paige. Portsmouth Guildhall

Dave Clark Five, H'ollies,
Mark Wynter, Kinks,
Mojos: Coventry Theatre

(%0),

(March 1), Kingston Granada
(2), Chelmsford Odeon (3),
Tunbridge 'X cUs Essoldo (4),
Guildford 'Odeon (5), Harrow
Granada (6), Norwich Gaumont (7), Leicester de Montfort (8), Stockton Odeon (9),
Sunderland Odeon (10), York
(11),
Scarborough
Rialto
Woolwich
Futurist
(12),
Granada (13), Southampton
Gaumont (14), Birmingham
Hippodrome (15), Edinburgh
Usher (16), Glasgow Kelvin
(17), Dundee Caird (18), Kettering Granada (19), Bristol
Colston (20), Slough Adelphi
(21), Walthamstow Granada
(22), Cardiff Sophia Gardens
(23), Stoke Essoldo (24),
Stockport Essoldo (25), Mansfield Granada (26), Brighton
Granada (27), Ipswich Gaurnont (28).

Jerry Leo Lewis: Birming-

ham Town Hall (March 20)
Newcastle A'Gogo (21), Stratford Town Hall (22), Bloxw ich
(23), York Rialto (25), Kingston Cellar (26), Coventry
Matrix (28), Manchester Belle
Vue (29).
Cliff Richard, the Shadows,

Bob Miller and the Miller men : Southampton ABC
(March 28), Bournemouth
Winter Gardens (29), Lewi
sham Odeon (30), Harrow ABC
(31).

ridgeQuartet, Oscar Peterson

Trio : Finsbury Park
Astoria (March 21), Hammersmith Odeon (22), Birmingham
Odeon (25), Sheffield City
Hall (26), London New
Victoria (27), Brighton Dome
(28), Leicester de Montfort
(29), Royal Festival Hall (30).

(March 29), Scarborough
Futurist (30), Leicester de
Montfort (31).

BliILLROOMS
Freddie and the Dreamers:

Bath (March 2), Wallington
(3), Stourbridge (4), Lowestoft (5), Gravesend (6), Red hill (7), Bradford Gaumont,
with Kathy Kirby (8), HinckIcy (13), Cardiff (14), Worcester (17), Maidstone (21).

Bruce and Ray Martine.
Conway and Danny
Williams appear at Wolverhampton Grand for a week
from

March

pool Empire.

DIARY
Lonnie Donegan records in
Nashville. Duke Elllington
ends his British tour with a
London concert at the New
Victoria (March 1). Susan
Maughan goes to Holland for
a TV show (7). The Shadows
and Millicent Martin headline ATV's "Sunday Night At
The London Palladium" (8).
Freddie and the Dreamers
play at the opening of the
Three Coins Club, Leeds (12).
Bachelors begin a week of
Manchester club appearances
(16). BBC -TV screens the
Eurovision Song Contest from
Copenhagen
(21).
Elvis

Presley's

VARIETY
the

Bachelors

"Love

In

Lis

Vegas" goes on general release
on the ABC circuit (22).
BBC - TV screen Carl - Alan
Awards presented by Prince
Philip (23). Max Bygraves
opens in a revue, "Round
About Piccadilly" at London's
Prince of Wales (29).
_

Gerry and the Pacemakers

and

Susan

30.

Maughan joins Donegan' at
Manchester Palace that week.
Frank 'field will be at Liver-

at,

Birmingham Hippodrome for
a week from March 9. Max
Bygraves, the Polka .Dots,
and Three Monarchs at
Nottingham Theatre Royal for
the same period. Dave Clark
Five and Susan Maughan
are booked for a week at Liverpool Empire from March 16.
Frank Ifteld stars at Birmingham Hippodrome the same
wcck. At that venue the fallowing week (23), the Clark Five
and Susan Maughan arc
booked. Russ Conway and
Danny Williams play Bristol
Hippodrome. Lonnie Donegan tops the bill at Liverpool
Empire. A stage version of
ITV's "Stars and Garters"
begins a two-week engagement
at Southampton Gaumont
from March 23, starring Vince
Hilt, Al Saxon, Tommy

BIRTHDAYS
2: Tony Meehan
3: Mike Pender
8:
13:
16:
17:

of the

Searchers
Ralph Ellis. of Swinging
Blue Jeans
Neil Sedaka
Jerry Lewis
Nat Cole
Maureen Evans
Eden Kane

23:
29:
30: Ted Iieath
31: Richard Chamberlain
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"I suppose it'f all the
excitement and gaiety, and
music and dancing. Being
waited on, looked after. An

having a choice, if you please.
of luxury heated swimming
pools. one open-air. the
other indoors. No wonder I
feel like some Hollywood
film star! And even they
can't see a different
theatre show every
night of the week
like I do at
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DIRECT FROM THE PRESSES

9( Thus Lowest
ever prices

*Add top quality
recordings to
vóurcolllection

4: Mfiney back
guarantee

of Oxford St
SERME
ALL CRESTA RINGS ARE
GOLD AND PLATINUM
SAME DAY
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HIT PARADE RECORDS LIMITED

.

108

PARK STREET

.

LONDON

enclose s postal order lot 14J11. Please rush me post Tree the
R/st of this great new series which I may return to you within 7
days for my money back N not completly satisfied.
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PAIN
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How to Relieve

l

TENSE
NERVOUS

-

<

TEusiOP

Relieves

Pain fast

*

London WC2

Marty headaches stare somewhere you'd never
suspect-in the muscles of the back of the neck
and scalp. When you get "nervy" these muscles
tighten up, causing pressure on nerve endings
and tiny blood vessels and resulting in pain. In
turn the pain builds up more tightness, more
pressure and makes your headache worse.

Iettl
guineas for the best
rave pays two

HOW ANADIN RELIEVES NERVOUS HEADACHES

Releases

Pressure
Eases Tension

The special Anadin formula gets straight to the
root of the trouble, by soothing nerves and
relaxing the tautness as well as relieving pain.
Anadin helps you to throw off depression tooleaves you calm, cheerful, relaxed. Always insist
on 'Anadin' 1'sbkts.

DAVE DOESN'T STAND
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SETTING LOTION TOO t

Made With Real Beer so acts as a
setting lotion, tool
Is a

BODY BUILDER TOO

I

Real Beer gives body to your hair
and built in ',highlights, too!
Linc-o-Lin Beer Shampoo from
Chemists or Hairdressers.
Single Sachets ,104d Barrels 216

GET WITH IT-BOYS!
YOU TOO CAN HAVE A
BETTER
BODY!
MUSCLE

BUILDING,
Is our
BUSINESS
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WITHERS, Alvechurch,
Worcs.

Thanks for the good wishes

and we're sorry for the boob, it
was all the work of Fred
Guruhooter. We'll try and

WHEN THE BOYS

keep him under

TALK ABOUT

control in

future.

THE GIRLS
lie notices more than you think. Likes
a really clear, radiant skin (most men
dol. The type of skin that's fresh .. .
free from blemishes. Actually, just the
sort of skin that mildly medicated
C1lticura Soap gores you. Cuticurz s

rich, fragrant lather does wonders for
makes it so softI.Ne complexion
keeps it so smooth. Youll Iove-

...

ut.icura
SOAP

delicately different

new-style
topical
monthly. Just what we need.
Just one tiny howler in "Star wise". The film "A Summer
Place" featured Troy Donahue and Sandra Dee not
Connie Stevens-but everyone makes mistakes!
Anyway good luck and long
LYNDA
may you rave!
a
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A CHANCE

don't think there any question about who will
I come out on top (Dave Clank Five v. the Beatles,
"rave" January).
Although Dave Clark has a number of influential
people behind h1im and a good No 1 hit, dozens of
other groups have been in the same position. And
yet none of them have received the all-round
popularity achieved by the Beatles.
Although Dave Clark makes a fabulous sound it
is not very original-nearly every group is slightly
different in Instrumental composition.-CLAIRE
WINSTONE, London, N.W.11.
Time will tell, Claire. In the meantime there's 2 guineas
its

NothEng acts faster than

WIT

RS

r

Tower
Southampton Street

HOW THESE HEADACHES START

ANADIN

--,

rave House

HEADACHES
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,

Soakers"
our
"Sun
article, with its chart of
resorts and costs, was interesting and helpful. Personally, I'm going back to
Sitges, where I spent my

1

holiday last year.
If i had started it a week
earlier, I might have seen a
lot of Cliff, the Shadows and
Frank Ifield. I stayed at the

same hotel as they did but
arrived just as Cliff and the
rest were leaving.-S I M O N

HOSKINS, London,N.1.

Better luck this year, Simon.
The articles

on Freddie,
and Billy J. were
great, especially the one on
Billy J. I admire him for his
honesty and respect for his
parents even after he's become famous. I respect Billy
J'.s Mum and Dad, who put
their son's future before their
sleep. I don't know of many
parents who would do this.
PAT E'LSEY, Falls B's

-worth, Lancs.

Come to think of it, nor do

ttK.

refreshing to find
some stars who.are consistently themselves like the
Beatles.
John and Paul provide the
How

zany stimulus, George

the

meditative, inspired wit and
Ringo the facial contortions.
A few of their contemporaries
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in a line or two

..

s

at last! A magazine
that is going to give the girl
singers a chance.-J A C K I E

STAMP,

Birmingham,

26.
Well, girls are our hobbies.

...

thanks for the fashion
trends, holiday suggestions
and
M.
cartoons.

-

DAWKINS, Chichester,
Sussex.

Our pleasure.
. could you tell me
whether the lady photographed with John Lennon
of the Beatles on page 9 last
M. P.
month is his wife?

now
;o start writing

-

would do well to be as unaffected as the Beatles.

ALAN PRICE, Brighton

Big-timers don't last long in
.

this business, Alan.
Please tell

John, Paul and

George not to be so unpleasant to Ringo. Sean
Conncry is about forty while
Ringo is twenty-three. Looking at Sean Connery's face it
reminds me of Clapham Junction. John should stick up for
handsome Ringo when Paul
VICKI
insults him.

-

BROWN, Bromley, Kent
We think

they're ALL h and-

some.

I

thought I had every picture
of the late Buddy Holly. But
I was wrong. I didn't have the
one taken during Buddy's
Palladium show in March,
1958, which you published
last month.
Thank you, and I hope you
will continue to publish more
exclusive pictures of Buddy.-

MiCHAEL WALSH,
Dundee
We'll try.

'dig most of

all the Alan

Freeman -Billy Fury talk. It
really makes me feel I know
Billy a lot better.
It was a great idea to combine Beatles and Bond for
your cover. Both tops.
The 007 serial is so exciting
I can hardly wait to read
more.
P. McLAREN,

-

Lockerbie,
Dumfries:
shire, Scotland

We hope you'll keep on
wasting-until next month.

KING,
Hants.

-

Bournemouth,

No. It's Mrs John Bloom.
. the only thing that
spoilt this great book as the
spelling of GEER on the
front cover. Everybody who
is with it should know it is
CAROL
spelt GEAR.

-

WHIGHT, Ayr, Scotland

Fred Gumshooier, to mention two, insists on geer.
. tell Cliff not io be so
stupid. He's lovely and handsome. I'll still be a fan of his
when he's fat and bald and I'm
a grandmother six times over.

-

SONIA
Coventry.

ADAMS,

Give the man a chance.
the articles were gecr
especially those on the
Beatles, Cliff and Billy Fury.
I also look forward to the next
fancy leaving
part of Billy
K. M.
us in that position.

J..

DAY,

-

Leigh -on -Sea,

Essex.
Sony.
. could a whole cage be
developed to photos of c -and w artists such as Jack Elliot
KEVIN
and Jim Reeves?

RICK AND
BOBBY'S BUDDY TRIBUTE

NICE

RICK NELSON

How many want a page?

...

I picked rave up out
of curiosity expecting another
of those expensive magazines

with uninteresting articles and
dull pictures. But! I apologise. What I found was a real

value.A. E. LANCASTER,

Pontefract, Yorkshire
Wait till you see what's

coming.

:

FROM

For You

Brunswick

For You; Fools Rush in; That Some Old Feeling; Down Home: You're
Free To Go; I Rise i Fail; Thai's All She Wrote; A Legend in My Time;
Just Take A Moment; Hello Mister Happiness; Hey There. Little Miss
Tease; The Nearness Of You.

Bvery pleasant set from Rick, spoilt by the shrieking girlie
chºrus which sounds like a group of maiden aunts who have
Just discovered Presley and lost all their inhibitions. Rick.

lumbered with a couple of extremely poor songs, varies his
style from beat to orchestra -backed ballad, and shines on the
title song, and Fools Rush In-his most recent hits-and the
Hoagy Carmichael -Ned Washington oldie. The Nearness Of You.
Top marks to his group, especially guitarist Jimmy Burton.

BOBBY VEE : I Remember Buddy Holly

Lrberty

That'll Be The Day; it Doesn't Matter Any More; Peggy Sue? True Love
Ways; it's So Easy; Heartbeat; Oh Boy!; Raining in My Heart; Think It
Oyer; Maybe Baby; Early In The Mornln'; Pitying Me.
to record a Holly tribute than Bobby who filled

ho better
in for the Texas singer the night he was killed?
IliSome
of the arrangements are similar. almost to the note, to

the originals, and I feel that tho tribute would have been more
sincere if some Imagination and ingenuity had been used.
Bobby abandons his dual -track technique, and sounds
rather weak. Vocal accompaniment is very sour and does not
merge with his singing.

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Memories Are Made Of Hits;,
Vol. 4 London
To Know Him Is To Love Him (Teddy Bears); Great Balls Of Fire (Jerry
Lewis); Red River Rock (Johnny and the Hurricanes); Splish Splash
(Bobby Darin); Ballad Of A Teenage Queen (Johnny Cash); Cannonball
(Duane Eddy); Tut!! Frutti (tittle Richard); Just Keep I1 lip (Dee Clark);
Yakity Yak (Coasters); I'm Harlin' (Roy Orbison); Here Comes Summer
Lee

(Jerry Keller); Happy Organ (Dave "Baby" Cortez).

medley of vintage hits, many of them now beat standards.
names may seem unfamiliar, but to a lot of fans
it will bring back memories of the days when Liverpool was just
another city up north somewhere. It's a very dated Bobby Darin
singing Splish Splash, his first big hit. And how many Beatle
fans have heard of organist Dave "Baby" Cortez or the Teddy
Bears? This one should appeal to the old 'uns.

La Some of the

ALAN JOHNS

-

NAYLOR, Ashbourne,
Derbyshire

SET

char' chatty

course, all the papers which said the Beatles were the first
British act to get a American No I were hopelessly out. Vera
Lynn has that honour-for "Auf Wicdersch'n" in 1952.
Both. Acker Bilk ("Stranger") and the Tornados ("Telstar")
hit the hot spot in 19ó2. The Beatles carve their own niche
in chart history however by getting two U.S. No l's. No other
Britisher has done that.
King of the American chart toppers is undoubtedly Elvis
Of

Presley. "Billboard" went back over 15 years and found Elvis had
been No 1 seventeen times.
His nearest rival is Perry Como with a mere five at Nº I. Only
other act to get to the top more than three Mmes was the Everly
Brothers. Frank Sinatra, to mention one, has never done it.

ROY STEELE
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In next month's

BR1'LLiIANT

READING /GREAT

IN COLOUR

GROUP SCENE

...

page 11
moaning about never seeing
these groups just isn't true.
The Beatles put on a special
performance of their Christmas show in Liverpool. And
that took a lot of doing."
Meanwhile, outfits from
London and the rest of the
country are being imported to
play in the Beat City's almost
legendary clubs.

PIGS

'64

BEATLES

SEARCHERS

CLIFF RICHARD

MA FRED MANN

GERRY MARSDEN

--

pEORGE CHAKIRIS

'7

in

got
colour on page 62
£20 for carrying a spear
at a Marilyn Monroe film,
several years ago. It was his
first film assignment. "I hoped
to be important," he recalled.
"I wanted to be so good that
fans would write in and make
me a star." What happened?
"They cut the scene from the
film", he grinned ruefully.

BACKGROUND TO BIG BEAT !

ALAN FREEMAN

group do you rew/RICH
gard as Britain's most
outstanding? Beatles, Freddie
and the Dreamers or Brian
Poole and the Tremoloes?
These three groups aro on
the short-list for coveted

--US

ROLLING STONES
DUSTY SPRSGFIELDI

Carl -Alan Awards-trophies
given by Mecca Dancing-to
be presented by the Duke of
Edinburgh at Leicester Square
Empire on March 23.
The short-list for the most
outstanding vocal record for
dancing is: "Glad All Over",
"She Loves You". "I Like It".
"Don't Talk To Him" and

PLUS

PILUS

BOND

STARBEAT

CHART TAILK

HIGHLIGHTS

STARWISE

LETTERS

listed are:"Washington.

CLOTHES

TRENDS

"Dance On". And out of Ted
Heath, Bob Miller and Joe

"Secret Love".
Instrumental discs shortSquare", "Steptoo And Son",

Loss will be chosen the most

Everyone who wants to be with ít will want next
make sure of
month's rave. Don't miss yours
your copy:now by filling In the order form below.

...

HAND THIS FORM TO YOUR NEWSAGENT

II

NAME OF NEWSAGENT .._. ........ ......,......_._....,.....
Please reserve/deliver rave every month until
further notice.
,

,

KUHLKE of the
Blue Jeans,
told me of one bet he did not
mind losing
even though
he won. When "Hippy Hippy
Shake" was released before
Christmas, all four in the
group bet on how high the
record would- cflmb in the
charts.
Les Braid said 11, Ray
Ennis reckoned 5. Ralph Ellis
decided it would reach No. 10
and Norman put his money
on 3. He won, and he had to
stand the other three a pint
of -bitter each.

NORMAN
Swinging

f

dance
loader.
What would your
nations be?

outstanding

band -

nomi-

TOM SPRINGFIELD, crazy

about Latin American music,
has returned from a Brazilian
trip with two unusual instruments. A 12 -string local guitar
and a Coica--a wind instrument which makes a noise like
a grunting pig!

of critics have

said Gene
LOTS
Pitney's "Tulsa" hit owed

a lot of its success to

Burt

Bacharach's backing.
Gene --we've a rare colour
picture of Trim on page 63would be very pleased to
acknowledge the truth of this.
For behind this waxing lies a
story of Pitney's almost fanatical
attention to derail.
He liked the tong when, he
first heard it. "But a woman
could interpret these lyrics
better than a man", he said.
"My recording will have to
have an ' extra soma hing to

it a hit."
Gene cabled musical director
BUT/ Bacharach, who was is
Europe making some recordings
make

with Marlene Dieirich. Back
came a reply that Burt would
not be free for some time.
"O.K., I'll wait", said
Pitney. And he did. His perseverance paid off. How right
he was about the lyrics being
better

shows

suited to a woman,
in Dusty Springfield's

marvellous version of the song.

Projected television series for Cliff Richard in the autulrtn.
Light Programme should air " Easy Heat " from 11 am
Sundays. More could listen.
Tommy Steele went out of' his way to praise rase No. 1,
Watch for Elizabeth Taylor in a cameo role in "Becket".
AR -TV will give girl singers a boost in a new series, "Girls.

Eye View". It's planned for Wednesdays.
Expect big film news for Cilla Black soon.
Billy J. Kramer soon reveals what the "J" means.

NAME

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

ADDRESS

Asked by an Australian radio interviewer what he
thought of the Beatles, fuzzy -haired Joe Brown replied.
" They're great. But I wish they'd get their hair cut!"

L
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Who says women are all alike?
Not Sunsilk, the shampoo for an individualist

Is dry hair your problem?
You need a shampoo that will

cleanse gently-without
washing away those precious
natural oils. Your special
shampoo formula is Sunsilk
with lanolin Cream; it pampers
dry hair into silky beauty.

Normal hair needsashampoo
made to match-one that's
not too drying for it but not

too mild either. Clear golden
Sunsilk is made just for
normal hair-keeps it bright,
silky and beautifully behaved
from the minute it's washed.

Sunsilk

Sunsilk

FOR
ORY HAIR

NORMAL HAIR

LANOLIN CREAM
SHAMPOO

BEAUTY SHAMPOO

FOR

What to do about greasy

hair-the kind that goes lank

and unmanageable two days
after it's washed? A shampoo
specially formulated
for greasy hair could work
wonders-try deep-cleansing,
fresh -scented Sunsilk lemon.

(Sunsilk
FO
GREASY HAIR

Dull hair? Don't despair.

Do something about it now!
A brisk shampoo with fresh,

green Sunsilk Tonic puts
new life and lustre into
dull hair. Hair that's dull
today can be beautiful
tomorrow, with Sunsilk Tonic!

Sunsilk
FOR

DULL HAIR
TONIC SMA íP00

THERE ARE FOUR KINDS OF SUNSILK -ONE IS FOR YOU

i
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GENE PITNEY

GEORGE CHAKIRIS
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INSIDE: BOND
ROGER MOORE
SWINGING BLUE JEANS
KILDARE
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